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The Draft Provincial Art curriculum Guide for

Grad~

8 and 9 has been reviewed through the eyes or: the art teachers
for its usefulness in the implementation of Newfoundland and
Labrador Art Programs.
The teachers included in the survey, (N=84) and in the
interviews,

(N=2)

revealed that the

provincial

guide has

limited utHity for teachers with little background in art
working in adverse conditions where there are few resources to
facilitate

implementation.

The design of

art curriculum

guides becomes even more important under these circumstances
since teachers will have little else available to help them
with implementation.
Implementation
identifying

key

preparation

time

research can assist art education

factors
and art

such

as

structural

resources.

Art

by

constraints,

co-ordinators,

consultants and specialists will need to orient their curriculum guides to the realities faced by Newfoundland teachers in
remote areas with limited art backgrounds and resources to
facilitate implementation.
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CHAP'I'BR I

Background to tbe study
Introduction

There is

8.

growing interest in the evaluation of progrM\

implementation in education (Pullan,

1982).

A significant

20th century contributor to the movement for the increased use
of evaluation in education,

Tyler

(1986)

notes

that

"the

implementation of a new program is one of the most difficult
problems of school improvement

M

(p. 61).

Because new educa-

tional programs often call for new objectives and new teaching
plans, their implementation is often complex and demanding on
teachers.
The implementation of a visual art curriculum in elementary and secondary schools has posed a problem for art educators for a number of years.

The difficulty in implementing

such a curriculum lies mainly in the fact that art is considered a peripheral sUbject to the core curriculum.

Art

education has traditionally been viewed as a low priority
item, when compared with science, mathematics and English,
which are seen as foundational subjects for higher education.
Although

it is

becoming increasingly acknowledged in the

literature that the arts may be just as important as other
curriculum areas in the development of foundational skills and
abilities, in practice the arts have not been accorded the
same

allocation

of

resources

as

"foundation"

subjects

(Hargreaves, 1985).

Curriculum implementation in art educa-

tion'has been hampered continually by competition between the
arts and other academic subjects for scarce educational re-

The relatively lower status of art eC'l.ucation has been examined by art educators and evaluators.

Eisner (1987) points

to SOllie of the possible reo,lsons for the perceived lower status
of art education in American schools:
We are often reminded that education is serious
business, that we live in an increasingly cOlllpetitive world, and that our schools should prepare our
children for the stiff competitive race in which
they will have to participate.

We are told that

school programtl should emphasize what is basic in
education--a claim that is hard to dispute.

What

is not basic is cons.;'-dered marginal or ornamental,
nice but not necessary.

If our children are to

mak£. it in a world that thrives on competition,
they need to be equipped with the tools they will
need to run the race well.

(p. 6)

Another reason given for the poor status of art education
is its perceived subjective nature.

Because learning and

performance in the arts is frequently judged difficult to
measure, research results and methodologies in art education
have tended to lack

significance and rigor (courtney, 1987).

Hauaman

(1988)

has

pointed

out

the

inconsistencies

and

practicality problems facing evaluators in art education:
On the one hand. there has been tacit acceptance of
our

rhetoric I

culture."

ftthe importance of arts

in our

On the other, there's a pressure for a

clear demonstration of what it is that is being
taught and the extent to which it's being learned.
Practical

minds

clarity.

Indeed,

orientation is
outcomes.

are
the

calling

for

bottom line

the ability

operational
in

such

an

to test and measure

The result is the moving of instruction

toward those areas in which the content can be
organized

and

sequenced and taught system-wide.

(p. 40)

As a peripheral SUbject, art often does not receive equal
funds for research.

Through this kind of unequal treatment

art is kellt in a :narginal position.

Also it has been noted

that" ..• the fact that art education is a relatively recent
development may contribute to its ambivalent reception in the
field" (Day

&

DiBlasio, 1983, p. 169).

McCaughy (1988), in the recent Canada Council stUdy on
Arts Education in Canada mentioned several reasons for the
tension between education and the arts.

McCaughy suggested

the following to account for the low status arts is given in
education systems across Canada:

(4) In a system that puts

increasing emphasis on the pragmatic vocational aspects of
education, the arts are seen as something only those with the
talent to become professional artists should study, (b) the
arts are considered leisure and not work activities, (c) the
arts are seen to fall into the category of affective rather
cognitive learning, and (d) there is the belief that the arts
are not amenable to testing and assessment (pp. 7-9).
Given these

and the many other obstacles

facing the

implementation of an art curriculum, the challenges to those
who design and implement visual arts programs are considerable.

Program planners need to develop curriculum materials

which

are

especially

implementation

under

helpfUl
such

for

teachers

difficult

charged

conditions.

with
These

planners not only have to design programs which will work in
an environment where limited resources are available; they
also

have

to take

into consideration

the background

of

teachers and the lack of in-service training and support for
implementation.

CurriculUll Implementation

Curriculum guides developed by School Boards and Departments of Education are one potential source of support to
teachers in the implementation of art programs.

However there

is very little research-based information on how to design
curriculum guides which take into account the diversity of

factors influencing implementation of art programs (Van Den
Akker,
factors

1988).

There have been few attempts to research

which influence

(Westbury, 19B3).

the utility

ot curriculum guides

As well there have been few systematic

investigations which match field requirements and priorities
with research activities (MacGregor, 1988).
MacGregor (198B) has suggested identifying skills that
may be useful for general application to teachers' pre-service
learning, specifically by researching how to help teachers
learn about teaching art (as it is becoming more complexly
defined) when the time available for learning has not been
increased.

walker

(1980) has suggested that there are a

number of de-sign challenges facing those attempting to design
curriculum guides.

They are:

(a) how to attain sufficient

clarity and specificity so that those who are supposed to be
informed by a curriculum guide know exactly what they are
being advised to do; (b) how to make a guide easy to consult,
attractive and helpful so that it will be ussd;

(c) how to

allow for the variety of settings and circumstances for which
the guide is intended; and (d) how to encourage the widest
possible acceptability so that reconunendations and suggestions
will be followed in a school or conununity.
Problema identified in drafting guides have included the
use of vernacular language by art specialists who have assumed
a level of familiarity with terminology and concepts beyond
the c'Jmprehension of teachers with limited art backgrounds.

Sequencing of curriculum, application of learning theories and
techniques, analysis of concepts, and defining criteria for
student evaluation are

all elements which are

included in curriculum guides.

frequently

A systematic review of these

elements could provide additional information which would be
helpful to art educators, researchers and decision makers
concerned with the implementation of art education.
McCaughy (1988) has suggested that in the field of the
arts, teachers are less likely to closely follow the guidelines than in "foundation" subjects (p. 9).
for this may be drawn
(1988) .

One explanation

from the observations of MacGregor

He noted the importance of well designed curriculum

guides for art teachers with varying backgrounds in art who
may otherwise have few resources to draw from on the implementation of their art programs (MacGregor).

If the curricu-

lum guides are not helpfUl, they may be perceived as a timewasting, confusing and frustrating experience for teachers,
who face intense competition for their limited teaching and
preparation time.
According to

Fullan

difficult to implement.

(1985),

all

subject

arens

are

But an art program is even more

difficult because of the ambiguities often associated with
affective learning and the problems of objective measurement
in the evaluation

of performance in the

arts.

Intended

curricula aI:e not always implemented as set out in the guides
due to many factors, some of which include the necessity to

vary teaching approaches, teachers' backgrounds, community and
institutional support, and the quality of curriculum guidelines.

Fullan (1985) has identified several factors, which he

suggests

can

lead

to

curriculum changes;
dated

materials,

the

(a)
(b)

The

successful

implementation

active

administrative

leadership at the district and especially,
level,

of

development of clear and valisupport

and

at the school

(c) focused, ongoing in-service or staff development

activities,

(d)

the development of collegiality and other

interaction-based conditions at the school level, and (e) the
selective use of external resources (both people and materials) .
The Newfoundland and Labrador Task Force on Arts Education

(1980)

created

under

the

auspices

of

the

Canadian

Conference of the Arts National Inquiry Into Arts and Education was critical of the lack of support for art teachers who
had limited backgrounds in the subject.

The report commented

on the lack of program development in arts courses that are
geared to the non-specialist teacher and teacher training
which does not prepare generalist teachers to cope effectively
with the arts as part of their teaching load.

The Newfound-

land and Labrador Task Force was also critical of the fact
that many of the SUbjects in the arts disciplines were taught
by teachers who have no background in and often no affinity
for the arts.
The Task Force makes specific mention of the importance

of pre-service training of teachers in art education, which it
claims is especially lacking in Newfoundland.

specialized

training in art education has generally not been available in
Newfoundland.

Education students who wish to specialize in

art often have to leave the province to get training.

Since

many do not return to the province when they have completed
their training, few specialized art teachers are available to
implement art programs, or to train generalists to implement
them in Newfoundland schools.
In 1986 the Draft Provincial Art Curriculum Guide for
Grades 7

8 and 9 was developed as a response to the need to

support those teachers who have to teach art in implementing
the art program.

The guide consists of two booklets; one

containing a philosophical statement and a series of objectives, and the other consisting of lesson units wi....h slides.
While there is a table of contents in the guide ,. it is not
indexed,
sections.

sometimes making it difficult to find ptlrticular
The statement of philosophy of art in the draft

Guide addresses mainly two areas I
1.

Art as theory and practice with elements of design

and different media.
2.

Art subjects as a reflec1:ion of students' interests

and concerns.

ParticUlar attention is paid to implementation

of the curriculum with adolescent students, which is deemed to
require special reference to the understanding of the middle
teenage years in trying to relate the students' interests and

concerns to sUbject raatter.

The proqrm goal is to create a

studi.o experience to prepare students Rto be successful ... i.n
the areas of subject matter, design, Media a.nd techniques"
(Depar1:Jlent

of

Education,

Government of New:foundland and

Labrador, 1986, p. 3).
The detailod statement of objectives,

4B

outlined in the

guide, delineates brOAder, more general objecti.veB, such

liS

promoting social interaction and cooperation, values clarification, physical activities, independent thinking and sensitivity training.

Purpa•• of the StUdy

The purpose of the study is to explore tellchers' perception of the utility of the 1986 Newfoundland

and Labrador

Draft Provincial Art Curriculum Guide for Grades 7 8 and 9 in
iaplementlng the art program.

'l'he focus ot the study is an

exAmination ot teachers' perception ot the guide, taking into
account school and community factors that could influence
teachers' use of the guide in the implementation of an a.rt
program.

Several questions

are

eX!llored,

which

seek to

clarify possible relationships AIIIOng the factors selected for
the studyl
1.

How do toachers view and actually USG the guide?

2.

Do teachers' perceptions of the importance of art

education affect their use of the guide?

10

3.

Do

teachers'

art

backgrounds

influence

their

perception and use of the guide?
4.

Do administrative considerations such as teaching

schedules, preparation time and the availability of

supp~ies,

equipment and classroom space influence the use of the guide?
5.

Does the availability and support of human resources

such as art coordinators, principals, librarians, artists and
parents influence the use of the guide?

Limitations of the study

This study is limited in its generalizability to other
educational settings by a number of factors.
1.

The stUdy was restricted to the Art Curriculum guide

of the province of Newfoundland.
2.

The

guide as

described

in

this

stUdy

may

have

undergone revision since it was distributed in 1986 in draft
form.
3.

This study was

limited to an examination of art

education in the junior high schools only.

Art teachers for

Grades 7 to 9 were selected for the study since art

is

designated as compulsory at that level for at least one of
these three years.
4.

A relatively small sample size of 84 teachers does

not necessarily represent the views of most art teachers
across the province.

Furthermore, the sample size was

11

too small to permit a break-down in the reporting of results
by urban-rural, school board and regional differences.
5.

Self-reporting by

teachers has been shown to be

problematic in interpreting whether results are atti.tudinal

(perceptions)

or

(Persall, 1972).

reflect

actual

conditions

under

study

The absence of a participant observation

component to the study therefore limits the possibility of
additional validity checks on teachers' responses.
6.
only.

The study sought to examine the utility of the guide
No attempt was made to examine or evaluate the total

implementation of the junior high school art program.

Definition of Terms

Art Curriculwa:

and

An organized set of educational plans

instructional materials

intended to promote learning,

experience and the making of visual art.
Curriculum Guide:
by

A learning resource developed for use

educators in the implementation of educational programs.
Case Study;

A method of evaluation research using an

intensive examination of an issue or events ....ith the purpose
of making jUdgements (CUba

&

Educational Evaluation;
judgements about the merit,

Lincoln, 1981, p. 375).
~

• •.

programs, projects, materials and
1983, p. 733).

the process of

making

value, or ....orth of educational
techniques~

(Borg

&

Gall,

12

Curric\llua I.pleaeatation:

"Implementation consists of

the process of putting into practice an idea, program, or set
of activities new to the people attempting or expected to
change. The change may be externally imposed or voluntarily
sought; explicitly defined in detail in advance or developed

and adapted incrementally through use; designed to be used
uniformly

or deliberately planned so that users can make

modifications according to their perceptions of the needs of
the situation" (Fullan, 1982, p. 54).

Organization of the study

Chapter II
literature

of this

related

to

study presents

curriculum

a

review

evaluation,

of the

studies

of

implementation research, and evaluation of art education.
Chapter III presents an outline of the design of the case
stUdy with a description of sampling procedures, a discussion
of data collection methods,

a

statement of

the research

questions to be answered, and an explanation t>f the approach
to data analysis for the interviews and survey components of
the research.
Chapter IV reports and analyzes the results of the survey
and interviews.
Chapter V presents conclusions and implications for art
program implementation.
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CBAP'rBR II

by!. . of Related Literature
AD OYarYiev of Progr_ ".luation

The following overview and analysis of the history of
curriculwa evaluation traces many of the developments and

contributions

on

the

curriculwn developm.ent.

part

of

evaluation

researchers

to

The early history of curriculum

evaluation has largely been a struggle between the followers
of different developmental theories--one group stressing the
influence of environmental forces and the other emphasizing
the primary importance of innate abilities.

However these

groups had a common concern for social investigation. They
also shared a belief in using

scientific methodologies to

test their ideas.

19th Cerl'turv Overview

John Stuart Hill was considered a pivotal figure in
establishing the use of scientific methods

for practical

purposes in conducting social research (Hamilton, 1977).

His

contribution to curriculum evaluation was

hie

related to

concern about providing a coherent rationale for the conduct
of the social sciences.
Mill also tried to develop an empirically based theory of
ethics and to lay the philosophical foundations for what now
has been termed "the welfare state

M

(HaDilton, 1977).

Thie

14

led him to

advocate a

utilitarian

role

for experimental

inquiry broadly related to matters of social welfare.

He

developed a utilitarian theory of ethics based on the liberal
ideologies that were formed during the revolutionary social

change periods in North America and Western Europe.

This form

of utilitarianism held that principles of conduct can be

derived

to

judge

social

behaviour

through

a

process

of

of experimental inquiry

to

experimental inquiry.
By

adopting this process

derive the moral principles to

established a moral yardstick

jUdge social ben<:.vior, Mill

(a measure)

which helped to

overcome the criterion problem in evaluation.

Believing that

the chief moral problem was enlightenment and that men were
misled by their institutions, Hill felt that government should
stay out of men's affairs.

House (1978) built upon Mill's

theory by trying to operationalize in measurable ways what was
this "greatest good" or "great happiness."

Maximizing happi-

ness, according to House (1978), refers to the utilitarian
ethic which seeks "the realization of some type of subjective
experience,

often

using

surrogate measures

like

national

product •.• mean test scores in education ••• as the indicators for happiness" (p. 49).
Hill's use of the scientific method far social science
was boosted by the pUblication of Charles Darwin's
a~

~

species claiming that "differences between members of the

same species provide the mainspring of biological evolution."

15

This Darwinian notion gave impetus to the empir':"cal study of
human

characteristics

and

further

influenced

social

researchers to develop new instruments for measurement of
change.
Francis Galton was influenced by Darwin' s evolutionary
theory on the relevance of heredity.

Mainly interested in the

impact of social progrlUll8 on the poor' S lIotivation for selfhelp, Galton established through a series of anthropometric

and psychometric surveys a psychology of individual differences and a type of inferential calculus which helped in the
codification

of

empirical

associations

(Joncich,

1968).

Galton's work on testing was supported by J. McKeen Cattell
who first used the term.

Mmental

tests· in 1890

and E.L.

Thorndike who built upon their work by constructing achievement tests, (Hamilton, 1977, pp. 322-323).

The work of these

social scientists eaphasized individual characteristics rather
than social and enviroruaental factors.
Charles Booth, in his investigation into poverty, began
his research by supporting Galton's emphasis on individual
characteristics, but later he gave more weight to environmental factors.

He and his assistants used questionnaires,

official census data and participant observation methods to
study and describe the impacts of various conditions reSUlting
from different social program experiments.

The influence of

Booth's and Galton's works spread to the United States giving
strong support to the settlement movements in

Chicago and New

16
York (Cremin, 1961).

Education and Social Change

Around the turn of the century when the United States was
affected

rapid

by

social

changes

characterized

by

such

movements as accelerating urbanizati.on, massive inunigration,
economir: boom and bust cycle:;, and labour unrest, education

was

advocated

as

the most effective

instrument

for

the

improvement of 801..:1al conditions.
John

Dewey was

a

major

figure

during

this

period.

Perhaps more than anyone else he influenced the growth of
systematic inquiry for practical application in educational
evaluation.

His belief "that moral knowledge was a species of

empirical knowledge and that social life could be enhanced
through the use of political technology" was well received by
both the industrial sactor and education authorities (White,
1972, p. 277).
a new

dire~tion

ogists,

Dewey's belief in empiricism met the need for
for social change at a time when pyschol-

such as Thorndike and Woodwort.h,

were expressing

doubts on the full potential of experimental research evidence
to demonstrate transfer of learning from one discipline to
another.
authorities

Empiricism also met
who were

looking

the

for

needs

ways

to

of

educational

show

that

the

curriculum could respond more adequately to the trend towards
social efficiency movements in industrial and administrative
life (Hamilton, 1977).

17
EvaluatioD BDd Efficiency

The response to the increasing preference tor education
to act as an instrument for social improvement and the demands
for efficiency and practicality was an expansion in the number
of innovations in evaluation ilIethodology.

Scientific methods

were rigorously applied to streamline efficiency.

Examina-

tions were used for selecting students for higher education

and "mental tests" were used to categorize school children.
Age-grade statistics were collected to compare the quality of
different school systems.

Individualization became a

concept of educational theory.

the administration of standardized tests.
of E.L.

key

Evaluation was equated with

Thorndike'S achievement scale,

The implementation
first published in

1908, represented new measurement techniques that stressed
administrative control over curriculum development.
developments led to the centralization of education.

These
The

school curriculum fell increasingly under the influence of a
kind of business ethic representing the interests of professional

training

and

bureaucratic

expertise

(Hamilton,

1977).

Curriculum Evaluation
The Seventeenth Yearbook of N S.S.E., published in 1918
and dealing extensively with evaluation, roughly marks the
beginning of an emphasis on behavioral concepts in defining
the objectives for evaluation (Pearse, 1981).
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The Twelfth Yearbook of N.S.S.E. published an article by
F.W. Taylor, The Principles of Scientific Management, brought

further support for the scientific movement.

Taylor's ideas

and those of F. Bobbitt, and W.W. Charters were important
additions to the increased support for improved efficiency in
education

through

the

evaluation

of

curriculum

design.

Taylor's idea that educational efficiency could be increased
through a detailed analysis of the skills that a child must
acquire to become a socially mature adult influenced Bobbitt
to focus on the organization of school sUbjects (Hamilton,
1977). Bobbitt was later joined by Charters and together they
developed

a

linear system of curriculum design

based on

Taylor's idea. Bobbitt and Charters united administrators and
teachers who had different group interests.

Their appeal

related to the search for educational goals that could be
establitihed by reference to "common aims."

They saw evalu-

ation of educal..on as a technological task to facilitate
effective changes in schooling.

Moreover they looked to the

superintendents and teachers for their curriculum designs and
to the measurement community for quality control.
this

light evaluation research took on

a more

Seen in
objective

approach that was mainly concerned with the measurement of
educational goal attainment.

Bigbt Year study

'l'!:Je emphasis

on

curriculum construction

advanced

by
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Bobbitt and Charters was complemented by the work of Ralph
Tyler,

Between 1930 and 1960 developments in educational

evaluation were largely dominated by Tyler.

This era was a

trial period for Illany on-going evaluation activities based on
a pattern of assessing the relationship between outcomes and
objectives.
Tyler was research director of the Committee on Evaluation and Recording for the Eight Year Study (1932-1940).
Tyler's

Eight

Year

Study

successfully

efficacy of evaluation design.
guidelines emerged from it.

demonstrated

the

Several important evaluation

A new emphasis was placed on tbe

prior specification of objectives, along with the classification of objectives for the purpose of determining areas of
educational focus and the types of instruments to be used to
measure outcomes.

Tyler also demonstrated that evaluators

themselves might suggest situations in which achievement of
objectives could be demonstrated BO that they may interpret
results or outcomes

in relation to objectives

(Boughton,

1976) •

Guba and Lincoln (1981) point to the practical application

of

Tyler' s

main

work--that

curricula

needed

to

be

organized around certain objectives which are critical for
forming a basis for planning, for providing explicit guides to
teachers, and for serving as criteria for the selection of
materials

and preparation of

tests.

Prom an

evaluation

perBpective, Guba. and Lincoln note the importAnce of the idea
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that the objectives serve as a basis for the systematic and
intelligent study of an educational program.
Tyler's approach was an advance over the pupil-centered,
measurement directed approaches.

Building upon the prevailing

scientific tradition, his approach gave an aura of legitimation to the fledgling field of evaluation.

By differentiating

between the concepts of measurement and evaluation, evaluation

came to be viewed as a separate process from measurement.
Tyler's rationale represented a major step forward in that it
went

beyond

theoretical

formulations

and

focused

on

the

refinement of curricula and programs as the central thrust of
evaluation, whereas previously evaluation had existed largely
for

the

purpose

students.

of

making

judgements

about

individual

Tyler gave new direction to evaluation, making it

the mechanism for a dynamic process of curriculum improvement
(Guba

&

Lincoln, 1981).

Teachers were seen as fully func-

tioning competent professionals who were being provided a
means whereby they evaluated their own work,

as committed

professionals, and provide feedback for suggested curriculum
changes.
Finally Tyler's rationale made the implicit suggestion
that ongoing feedback and evaluation were valuable,

fore-

shadowing a more recent concept of "formative evaluation."
His work came to be viewed by the research community as a
basic

pattern

curricula.

for

the

design

and

evaluation

of

school

Moveover the concepts used in the guidelines of
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his

Eight

Year

Study

have

been

subsequently

adopted

and

further developed by other curriculum and evaluation
theorists (Worthen

&

Sanders, 1973).

Tyler's concern for school-wide behavioral objectives
received support in 1956 with the pUblication of Handbook I of

the

Taxonomy

of

Educational

collaborative project

Objectives,

by two of Tyler' s

seven

year

co-workers,

a

J. T.

Hastings and Benjamin S. Bloom (Bloom' Hastings, 1956).

The

volume refined Tyler's guidelines relating to specification,
selection and classification of objectives, and moved evalu-

ation procedures to the realm of "higher mental process" so

often verbalized in abstract terms in our educational objectives

(Merwin

another

&

Womer,

volume

(Krathwohl,

on

1964).

1969).

education

Handbook I
and

the

was

followed by

affective

domain

The second volume attempted to

cl~rify

what goals are being sought and focused teachers' attention on
the

beginnings

of

complex

objectives

appreciation, interests and attitudes.

such

as

types

of

with the growth of

more complex statistical procedures like factor analysis and
the

applications

of

psychometric

theory

and

experimental

design, Tyler's work and those of his contemporaries pointed
to new directions for the future of educational evaluation.
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Changing Concepts in CurdculUal Evaluation

Tyler'S Eight-Year Study, despite its success, did not
immediately encourage much growth in evaluation research.

It

was unfortunately followed by the lean years of World War II

when politicians and the pUblic were reluctant to invest time,
personnel and resources that were necessary for the expansion
of evaluation technology.

The emphasis then was shifted to

improve developing course construction rather than developing
and enhancing evaluation procedures.

School personnel became

more involved in evaluating their own programs.
eventually

was

criticized and

blamed

for

This approach

the

decline

in

academic standards and for failing to meet the demand for
scientific

personnel

societal problem,
focus

in

industry.

In

response

to

this

evaluation research began to change its

towards improving the substance of

course content.

During this transition period, curriculum development was put
in the hands of SUbject matter specialists from the universities.

The emphasis on discipline-centered curriculum was

reinforced by the launching of Sputnik by the Russians in
1957.

Education was again blamed for the decline of scient-

ific technology.

The overall merit of the new discipline-

centred curriCUlum, designed by various task forces of SUbject
matter specialists, was not questioned because of the superior
intellectual prestige of the pure sciences.

Evaluation at

this time remained an informal process conducted by members of
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the subject matter team, in association with teachers in trial
schools.
In the early 19608 the impact and value of these programs
designed

by

because

subject

evaluations

programs.

matter

specialists

indicated

little

were
gains

questioned,
from

these

It was believed that the non-significant results

could be attributed to curriculum implementation problems,
rather than curriculum content.
to apply ideas

from behavioral

Curriculum developers began
research,

which was

then

dominated by psychologists whose emphasis was on an experi.mental approach focusing on individual differences.

Evalu-

ation gradually became a specialist activity, as attempts were
made to organize curriculum approaches to apply to many types
of programs and projects.
The 1960s were,

on the whole,

educational evaluation.

significant years for

The growth of interest In using

evaluation to heighten the efficiency of educational programs
stimulated
field.

researchers

to

study contr.ibutions

toward the

Resulting from this research on evaluation was the

pUblication of a series of articles, many from the Junerican
Education

Research

Association

(AERA)

Monograph

series.

Searching and probing articles by Cronbach (1963), Scriven
(1967), Stake (1967) and Provus (1969) helped to extend and
deepen evaluation theory.
Cronbach's paper, pUblisi.ed in 1963, was the first ot
these articles.

It provided a new emphasis cn the pr;:lCa88 of

,.
curriculun evaluation, which entailed an analysis of decision-

making by those charged "'ith program. development.
urged that the traditional concept of

Cronbach

evaluation be extended

to include the ways in which refinelll8nts and i'llprovements
could occur while II cours'" waB in proce8s.

view,

had

to

characteristics

Evaluation, in hi.

more concerned with

be

than

with

course

comparative

performance

studies

(Cronbach,

1963) •
Cronbach

(1963)

suggested that

the

outcomes

observed

should include general outcomes such as attitudes,

career

choices, general understandings and intellectual powers, and
aptitude for further learning in the field.

Boughton (1976)

felt

the

Cronbach's

paper

greatly

influenced

evaluation

community to change the focus of evaluation from outcome to
process evaluation.
Although

Cronbach's

(1963)

pronouncements

influenced

federal government to spend heavily on educational research,
development and dissemination,

it was

the Elementary and

Secondary Education Act of 1965 which helped to give educational evaluation its biggest boost (Guba , Lincoln 19B1},
Tyler (1969) in hill introduction to the Sixty-Eighth Yearbook
of the N.S.S E , explains I
••• Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 authorizes nearly $1 billion to be
allotted to schools with a high concentration of
children

frOlll

hOllles

in

poverty,

and

the

Act
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requires each local district receiving such funds
to evaluate the effectiveness of the educational
efforts thus supported.

Many schools and a major-

ity of the states reported that they had no means
readily available for conducting such evaluative
studies. (pp. 1-2)

The evaluation community was not prepared to face a new
challenge posed by Title 1 and Title 3 of the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act (ESEA).

The new demand included the

need to conduct massive educational auditing through output
budgeting. This legislation gave rise to a new generation of
evaluators and led to the establishment of several centres
that developed new evaluation theories and procedures.
scriven (1967) in his article The Methodology of Evalu~,

insisted that evaluation should not only concern itself

with the assessment of goal attainment but also with the
values of the goals being sought by educational programs.

To

Scriven the primary goal of evaluation is to indicate whether
the

goala

themselves

are worth achieving.

Scriven a1ao

distingUished between formative and summative evaluations;
that is, evaluation studies done during the development of a
program and those done after the program has been completed.
Although not clear cut, the distinction helped to raise issues
which have guided other researchers and stimulated inquiry and
discussion.

In illustrating the

formative and

aumrnative

stages of evaluation, Stake (1976) added to the clarification

2.
of Scriven' s distinction bet....een these two stages:
• ••

that when the

cook

tastes

the

soup

it

is

formative evaluation lind when the guest tastes the
soup it is sumaative.

The key is not 80 much WHEN

What is the information for, for further

as WHY.

preparation and correction or for

consumption?

Both

lead

savouring and

to decision making,

toward different decisions.

but

(p. 19)

Scriven (1967) also made the distinction between professional

and amateur evaluation,

and

he called

professional evaluator to render judgement.

for

the

Scriven main-

tained the view that the teachers who were subject matter
specialists should play a significant role in the validation

of program. objectives since these teachers presumably would be
the IaOst informed in their respective subject areas.

Glass

(1970) supported this view by concluding that -human judgement
was the only arbiter, - when a consensus on evaluation methodologies could not be achieved.

Further, Scriven has been

recognized for -distinguishing intrinsic or process evaluation
from payoff or outcome evaluation, and contrasting the utility
of

comparative

evaluations

with

that

of

noncomparative

evaluation arguing ... for the utility of comparative evaluations (Cuba
provide

&

Lincoln, 1981, p. 9).

practical

solutions

to

While Scriven did not

evaluation

research,

he

contributed to the field by raising issues which required
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further discussion and inquiry in the evaluation literature.
Eisner (1969) also attacked the concept of objectives,

which he argued are not value neutral but are based on certain
implicit metaphors that guide thinking about the nature of
education, such as. the industrial metaphor, the behavicristic

metaphor, and the biological Il\8taphor.

In terms of evalu-

ation, expressive objectives could not be dealt with in teras
of a common standard, unlike those instructional objectives
which

could

be

determined by

the

objective and student behaviour.

congruence

between

the

Rather such objectives

required a fundamentally different approach (Guba '" Lincoln,
1981).

The works of Cronbach

(1969)

(1963),

Scriven

(1967),

Eisner

and others, while helping to develop theories

and

approaches to educational evaluation, also led to increasing
complexity in the view of curricululD evaluation. Consequently
there was a need to develop models of evaluation .....nich could
translate the

evolving conceptual

materials

into applied

approaches.

Modeh of SValulltiob

From the host of contemporary evaluation models that have
evolved since the mid··sixties, essentially two categories of
approaches to evaluation have emerged:
and the pluralist models.

the consensus models

2.
CODllensus Models

These models are, according to Hamilton (1977), based on
~a

consensual image of social life" with goals and criteria

that in one form or other, can be agreed upon (pp. 335-6).
The consensus models assume that there can be agreement on
curriculum goals and the criteria for evaluating successes
(Hamilton).

The search for consensus among evaluators and

educators has often been frustrated by a differences of values
among the various participants in the evaluation process.
Nevertheless this has not deterred the various interest groups
from seeking to concur on goals for curriculum and criteria
fol." evaluation.

According to Aoki (1971), those subscribing

to

approach

a

consensus

tend

to emphasize

technology of

evaluation, educational reform and social engineering.
In the consensus models, evaluators are seen as a "surrogate interest group" that speaks for the welfare of society as
a

whole

(Scriven,

1967,

p.

81).

Course

de,;elopers

and

evaluators tend to playa strong role in getting consent, the
establishment of which will vary from case to case.

For

example,

upon

the

1970),

and

the

curriculum

Tylerian tradition

maker

for

its

relies

objectives

heavily

(Stake,

Scriven's comparative model uses criteria that are validated
by "highly qualified experts and professionally competent
evaluators" (Scriven, 1967).
on

the

importance

of

Since so much stress is placed

agreement

about

objectives

and/or

criteria, the possibility that there ....ill be areas of antag-
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onism is played down.

In cases when different individuals may

have an "opposite preference" evaluators are inclined to focus
upon areas of agreement (Scriven, 1972a, p. 84).

Stufflebeam,

Foley, Gephart, Guba. Hammond, Merri.man lind Provu8 (1971) made

a similar point r with consensus models it is presumed thz:t
values which are shared are more significant than discrepant
values.

~ian

model.

Tyler's gOlll attainment model, described earlier and
derived froll'l his Eight-Year Study on specifying and classifying objectives of education, was developed thrOl.1gh 1970
into a widely recognized approach.

with

modifications

developed

Metfessel and Michael (Worthen

by
&

The approach continues

Cronbach,

Hammond,

Sanders, 1973).

and

The focus of

the approach is matching student outcomes with educational
objectives.

Assessing goal

attainment

using

agreed-upon

criteria is the objective of the orylerian approach.

Bz:oeriaental aodel.
An experimental or comparative approach to evaluation
uses research methodologies of experimental control groups llnd
random sampling (Campbell & Stanley, 1963).

Although it is

considered the preferred method for educational research, it
has nevertheless been criticized for being overly academic in
its pursuit, and therefore its usefulness in the practical
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application of results 1s limited (staJc.e, 1976).

Data collec-

tion and analysis by themselves, without judgement as to the
application for curriculum changs, may be research but this
approach cannot be considered evaluation

(Ar4sian,

1914).

Therefore while still favourably viewed ll..B more rigorous in
methodol09ical consideration, the experimental model has been

criticized for its failure in providing guidance to those

charged with developing and implementing curriculum.

Judgemental mod.l.

Scriven, Eisner and Stake, among others, who criticized
"value neutral" research have made the case for the development of goals, standards, and criteria for evaluations based
on professional and personal judgecents regarding the worth of
educational proqrams.

According to popham (1975) there are

two types of judgemental r-;.
criteria

and

the

other,

~els.

one emphasizing intrinsic

extrinsic

criteriol.

Within

the

judgemental approaches, the accreditation model uses criteria
intrinsic to the evaluators.
with

Stake probably went the furthest

this model when he suggested

the

implementation of

professional panels in the accreditation of programs.
Examples of this approach may be found in the

~

the Central Advisory Council for Educption (1967) and
to Our Senses (1977).

~m..1.M.

In these two cases professional panels

were assembled to pass jUdgement on data which compared goals
with outcomes not only by a review of goal attainment but also
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by examining the value inherent in the goals at the outset.
In the jUdgemental model emphasizing extrinsic criteria
the evaluator determines the worth of the goals and whether
the goals are being met.

This model, using the mat.hodology

advocated by Scriven, involves the gathering and cOmbining of
performance data with weighted sets of goal scales (Worthen

Sanders, 1973).

&

The evaluator is ultimately responsible for

jUdging the merit of an educational program for planners, if

the evaluation

is formative,

or

for

consumers,

if

it

is

sUnur.atiV9.

Management model.
Management models for evaluation (Stufflebeam at al.,
1971;

Provus,

1969;

Rippey,

1973) can

organization or system centered.
management models,
invol\'ing
processes.

policy

is

to assist

formulation

be either program,

The aim of evaluation, under
rational decision making

and

program

implementation

The data and performance criteria of management

models relate to the "total system" and, as such, the management models reflect the aspiration of personnel with program
wide responsibility, not the immediate concerns of classroom
practitioners.
Stufflebeam et a1. 's (1971) C.I.P.P. Model aims to provide
relevant i.nformation to decision makers; it is systematic and
cyclical.

Based on consideration of a

number of

factors.

Stufflebeam's model involves four distinct types of evalu-
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ation:

context, input, process, and product (Guba

1981).

Context evaluation provides for the circumstances and

&

Lincoln,

conditions which facilitate the generation of a rationale for
the development of objectives and implementation considerations.

Input evaluation considers factors such as information

or resources used to attain objectives that are helpful in
curriculum

development.

Process

evaluation is

formative,

providing feedback for policy-making and program implementation.

Product evaluation is concerned with the summative

approach, which aids in assessing goal attainment as compared
with program objectives.

The types of decisions and evaluat-

ion process steps are designed to interact, creating a model
for providing useful information to help decision makers to
facilitate quality educational control and improvements (Cuba
& Lincoln, 1981).

Provus' (1969) "discrepancy model" is included by Provus
in the

management-oriented evaluation models

information

derived

from

examining

because

discrepancies

the

between

actual performance and standards is used in making decisions
to improve, maintain, replace, or terminate a program.

In his

model the evaluator is like a "management engineer" and the
evaluation

process

management"

functions

(PP. 245 ,. 260).

as

a

"watchdog

of

program

In the discrepancy model the

evaluation team works closely 'flith program staff on standards
to ensure

collection of

improvement.

information relevant

to program

Concepts like feedback loops and cost-benefit
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analysis are incorporated in this model,
:Interdisciplinary .odel.

The fields of literary criticism,

jurisprudence, and

consumer science have also offered approaches to evaluation.
The literary criticism model

for

evaluation developeu. b}

Eisner (1979) is intended to supplement the use of scientific
procedures with "connoisseurship and criticism" drawn upon

from an artistic tradition.

JUdgements are based on "the

nature of artistic virtue."

The literary criticism model

incorporates ways of seeing rather than ways of measuring,
thus

making

the

human

being

a

measurement

instrument.

Following the tradition of John Dewey, Eisner defines criticism as "the art of disclosure" and connoisseurship

4S

"the art

of appreciation" (Eisner, 1979, p. 193).
Through criticism, which is educational, the evaluator' s
goal is to "sensitize the individual practitioner (or reader)
by rendering an account of the program, using the vehicles of
suggestion,
Because

simile, and metaphor"

educational

extremely complex,

practices,
the

(Eisner,
like· ....orks

art of appreciation

1972, p.
of

art,

586).
are

is aimed at

developing a refined perception of educational programs and
their products.

The

evalu~tor

who uses this model is seen as

an educational connoisseur who, by virtue of his background,
is able to appreciate the characteristics and qualities of
phenomena that he encounters to a better degree than is a less
sophisticated observer (Guba '" Lincoln, 1981).

Eisner (1979)
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derives his methods

tor disclosing qualitative aspects of

educational situations from the anthropologist's method of
"thick description."

though this approach rev&.als and prOllO-

tea aultiplo perspectives and tends towards pluralism, because
the critic

forlllS

judgements.

appraises value,

and makes

decisions grounded in rationality, it is considered a con-

sensus model.
Kourilsky

(1973).

Levine

(1973)

and

wolf and Tymitz

(1977) developed models of evaluation based on the use of
jurisprudence principles of court room procedure, by examination and cross examination of evidence in a

arial

process

to

assess

the

merit

type of advers-

ot particular policy

options. Although Kourllsky, Levine and Wolf and Tymitz all
use their models to legitimate the existence of discrepant
accounts presented by advocates and adveraaries, the concepts
of decision-making in their models are different (Hamilton,
1977).

For Kourilsky the adversarial process of conducting

informed debate on

educational program alternatives is an

attempt to uncover

"the

truth~

and arrive

at reasoned and

jUdicious decisions on curriculum. H1s concern of selecting
appropriate information is shared by Wolf (cited in Hamilton,
1977).

Levine regarded the adversary model simply as a means

of conducting debates about educational programs by emphasizing the "politics of decision making."
therefore is
careful

The evaluator's role

to arrive at the best choice

consideration of

the

range

possible after

of options

and their
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potential costs and benefits.

In this way the adversarial

model may be seen to contribute to rational decision making in
the development of educational programming. Kourilsky saw the
development of the adversarial model as an end in :i.tself,
thereby contributing to the technologr for decision making.
In the tradition of Sc.:riven's (1972b) emphasis on actual

effects of education, a I!lOdel of evaluation has been developed

which is derived from consumer science.

In this model, impact

upon the consumer rather than intentions (objectives) is the
ultimate measure of the success of a program.

For this model,

termed Goal Free Evaluation, the judgemental criteria are not
pre-specified by the curriculum developer.

They are applied

post hoc by the evaluator who uses external "standards of
merit" derived from "the needs of the nation" (p. 2).

The

focus on outcomes rather than inputo is intended to inform.
consumers, advocates and program planners,

i.rrespective of

goals and objectives, about actual educational effects

in

order to obtain, as accurately as possible, an evaluation of
educational results.

Pluralist Medels

The pluralist models arise from scepticism about the
ability to achieve consensus in light of the competition among
interest groups and values in the power structure of education
systems.

There is a recognition that attaining the standard-

ization of goals and criteria for success may be difficult to
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achieve, given the variety of social circumstances in which
educational programs are implemented.

The difficulties with

consensus models, particularly in having to obtain agreement
on social values by all political interests in the evaluation
process, have led to acknowledgement of the fact of pluralism.

Value differences among the people in the evaluation process
inevitably led to conflicting goals, various methodoloqies,
and widely varying interpretation and application of results.
This often resulted in a lack of closure or consensus on
educational issues.

Thik difficulty logically gave rise to a

pluralistic approach, where all values and perspectives are
taken into account in the development of goals and evaluation
methodologies.

In these circumstances, the pluralistic models

provided an effective approach for raising research questione
and issues, to a greater extent than it served to answer the
education system's need for data upon which to make decisions.
Stake (1967) indicated that pluralism takes into account
the circumstances of contexts and situations and the various
perspectives of the actors

in the evaluation

procest'!.

He

suggested that part of the responsibility of evaluators is to
make known which standards are held by whom.
The necessity to consider a wide variety of values indeed
makes consensus almost impossible.

Scriven (1978) notes that

there are four kinds of values which can be considered:
rhetorical

values of

the

institution;

(b)

actual

(a)

values

derived from the institutions' educational practices;

(c)
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institutional interests; and (d) ideal values (p. 23).

Anyone

doing evaluation using a pluralistic model would probably have
to

consider all of

these

types

of values

in thoroughly

assessing goals and goal attainment •

model.

. . . DODdy.

Stake's (1975) fOCllS on the interest groups and individuals involved in the evaluation process led him to develop a
"Responsive Model" of evaluation.

In this approach there is

less of a focus on objectives and more on the interests of
what he called "stakeholding audiences" (Guba

p. 24).
For

&

Lincoln, 1981,

Stake explained the approach by saying,

an evaluation to

be usefuL,

the

evaluator

should knoW' the interests and the language of his

audiences.

evaluation

During

substantial amount of

study

time may well be

spent

in

learning about the information needs of the persons
for

whom

the

evaluation is

being done.

The

evaluator should have a good sense of whom he is
working for

and

their

concerns

•••

(responsive

evaluation is) an approach that trades
measurement

precision

off some

in order to increase

the

usefulness of the findings to persons in and around
the program

.,.

An educational evaluation is

a

responsive evaluation if it orients more directly
to program

dctiv i ties

than

to program

intents;

3B

responds to audience requirements for information;
and if the different value perspectives present are

referred to in reporting the success and/or failure
of the program. (Stake, 19·'5, pp. 13-14)
Stake outlines twelve
model,

steps

demonstrating a

in his

responsive

evaluation

widely consultative and

formative

approach, which takes time to involve and give feedback to the

various audiences with an interest in the evaluation.

These

steps are not necessarily sequential and they subscribe to the
pluralistic sensibilities which actively take into account the
particulars, contexts, personalities and situations of parties
to the evaluation process.

Democratic model.

OiSc0ntent ..,ith tho efficiency models of the 19708, which
were felt to be too restrictive because they were confined to
specific

objectives

and

skills

learning,

gave

rise

to

approaches which tried to capture a broader appreciation of
human experience and feelings (Apple, 1974; MacDonald, 1973;
Aoki, 1978).

These authors view evaluation in the tradition

of Scriven, as a process of valuation or a process of assigning value to educational processes and products.

Evaluation,

seen in this way, is much more of a socia-political process
where

competing

ideologies

struggle

to

orientations incorporated into programs.

have

their

value

MacDonald suggests

that all evaluation is concerned with providing information
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for decision-makers, but not all evaluators agree about who
the important decision-makers are, or what information they
need (MacDonald, 1973).

Pluralistic models developed by Stake and others have responded to a need for recognition of the political realities

facing evaluators who are confronted with a variety of values
and perspectives

in the differing educational contexts in

which they find themselves carrying out their work.
The development of consensus and pluralistic models of
evaluation offers Gn array of possibilities to be considered

by evaluators.

Hamilton

(1977)

perhaps best

up the

s~\ms

status of evaluation in his day at the end of the 19709 when
he stated that "evaluation is offered as an unfinished blueprint rather than a perfect technology.
not solutions.

11: generates issues

It is about information rather than confirma-

tion" (p. 342).

Imple2entation ReBearcb and Program

Implementation research
evaluate

how

has

grown

educational innovations

BvB~UBtioD

the

need

to

get carried

from

out,

to

concerns with situational factors which influence the extent
of the realization of education programs.
with the influences of teachers,

It is concerned

stUdents, administrators,

parents, school systems and committees on the implementation
process.
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Program evaluation generally, but more specifically
applied to the field of education, has been improved by the

development of implementation research.

The importance of

doing implementation studies has been demonstrated through
research.

Hess and Buckholdt (1974) found a positive rela-

tionship between student achievement scores and the degree of
implementation.

Leinhardt (1974) also reported that measured

implementation categories accounted for 37\ of the variance in
student

achievement.

StUdying

teachers'

implementation

behaviour and the extent of implementation may contribute 8ig.
nificantly to the understanding and evaluation of educational
programs.
various reasons have been identified in the literature
for

carrying

out

imp'ementation

research.

Tyler

(1986)

believed that information from implementation research would
help to explain why certain projects failed to attain their
objectives.
failures

Factors explaining implementation succeeses or

could possibly be

considered by others

planning

similar innovative educational changes.
Borg and Gall (1983) suggested that ensuring the finished
product would be implemented according to the developers'
specifications was a way to justify the costs and time spent
in

developing an innovation.

Other reasons identified

by

Fullan and Pomfert (1977) for stUdying implementation were I
(a) it helps to know what has been changed; (b) it helps to
identify some of the problematic aspects of bringing about
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change t (0) it helps to differentiate between {'.eaidoRs to use
an innovation and factors contributing to implementation with
implementation itself;

and

(d) it makes easier the inter-

pretation of learning outcomes and facilitates efforts to
relate them back to possible learning determinants (pp. 336339) •

Despite its importance, program implementation was seldom
studied until the mid 1970s.

In both Canada and in the united

States large curriculum projects failed to have the impacts on
schools that had been anticipated (Gallagher, 1966; Goodlad
Klein, 1970).

&

One major reason attributed to the failure of

these projects to yield their intended effects was inadequate
implementation.

Therefore it was important to examine and

understand the circumstances and conditions facilitating or
blocking implementation.
Some

writers

suggested

that

a

possible

reason

why

promising innovations have had little effect on pupil learning
was that probably many of these promising innovations might
not in fact have ever been implemented.

Innovations intro-

duced into schools are only proposals for change; to achieve
their intended effects,

they must be implemented.

Hymen,

Wright and Hopkins (1962) speculated that, "The answer to why
a program was ineffective may even be reduced to the simple
fact that it was not in reality operative; i t existed only on
paper ••• When the stimulus is not there, there is no process
that it can generate" (pp. 74-75).

The implell'entation studies

'2
reviewed by Grou, Giacguinta and Bernstein (l971) revealed
the paucity of knowledge concerning the conditions influencing
the implementation of organizational innovations.
at

al.

also

(1971)

noted

that

knowledge

Stufflebeut
about

the

implementation phase of the process of planned organizational
change was limited.

The 19108 was an important period for developing implementation research.

After Charters and Jonos (1973) pointed

out the risks of measuring

~non-event8,"

more attention was

paid to the many variables associated with the implementation

of innovations and was focused on the description and measurement of these variables.

Impetus for this increased emphasis

on implementation research was provided by Scriven (1916) when
he explored the distinctions between summative and formative
evaluation.

The evolution of models for evaluation incorp-

orating procedures

for describing education processes

also

contributed to this development (Stake 19'1); Stufflebeam et
aL, 1971; Rippey, 1973; Provus, 1971; AIkin, 1967).
Implementation research carried out during the period of
the

19708 contributed

to a

strong

base

of evidence

for

evaluators and researchers to understand how and why educational reforms fail or succeed and how innovations worked in
practice (Fullan, 1982).

This growing interest in implementa-

tion research and its effects on educational practice has been
demonstrated by

oil

rapidly expanding literature (Gross et a1.,

1971; Fullan " Pomfret, 1977; Leithwood" Montgomery, 1980).
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Many of

the

implementation studies

reviewed

showed

serious methodological or conceptual shortcomings (Gross at
al.,

1971).

Researchers

and evaluators saw the need

to

develop suitable conceptual and practical tools to assess the
degree

of

implementation

and

to ensure

implementation research are evaluated.

that

effects

of

New directions were

adopted by these researchers in their implementation studies.
Some researchers put forward many evaluation approaches to
assess whether there was any empirical support for theoretical
reasoning about circumstances that could influence the degree

of implementation.

Because the methods used in many previous

studies to evaluate behavioral changes were highly questionable, Gross et a1. stressed the importance of obtaining an
accurate measure of the dependent variable in any study. They
also believed it necessary that work be based on systematic
observations of the behaviours in question.
In the 19708, implementation variables were recognized as
having important implications for analysis and interpretation
of outcome data.

Increasing attention was given to the many

variables associated with implementation ot innovations and to
the

description

and

measurement

of

these

variables.

Determining whether the innovation was actually in use and, if
so, how i t was being used was essential to the interpretation
of any study.
Hall and Loucks

(1977) also saw the need to system-

atically document the implementation of innovations.

They

••
observed that first hand information about implementation is
critical for intarpreting outcome and consequence data.
dWarf'

that

innovation

in

most

was

evaluation

assumed

rather

studies,
than

the

based

Being

presence

on

of

systematic

documentation, they believed that many of the non-significant
findings

reported

in

evaluation

studies

might

better

be

explained if more were known about actual use of the innovation.

Hall and Loucks concluded that the only way to know for

sure whether and how an innovation was being used was to

assess each individual' 8 use directly.

They explored the

implementation issues by using the concept of Levels of Use of

the Innovation

(LaUs).

The individual classroom teacher,

assumed to be the primary unit of adoption, was used as the
unit of analysis.

Some studies had demonstrated that asking

more remote sources about the use or non-use of an innovation
had serious validity problems (Berman

&

Pauly, 1975; Deal,

Meyer & Scott,

&

McLaughlin,

1975; Greenwood, Mann

1975).

Goodlad and Klein (1970) and Jones (1973) also found that i t
was not safe to assume that the innovation was being used
because the materials had been purchased or because teachers
had received in-service training.
Hall and Loucks (1975) used eight LoUs which had been
identified and operationally defined in the Concerns-Based
Adoption Model to measure the utilization characteristics of
the

innovation.

The content of

the LoU concept is the

behaviors of innovation users and non-users.

The focus is on
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what t.eachers do in relation to the innovation.

The eight

levels of use identified were:
Levels of Use

User's Characteristics

Non-use

User has little or no knowledge of the

Orientation

User

innovation

has

acquiring

recently

acquired

information

is

about

the

innovation.
preparation

User is preparing for first use of the
innovation.

Mechanical Use

User focuses most efforts on the shortterm, day-to-day use of the innovation
with little time for reflection.

Changes

in use are made more to meet user needs
than students' needs.
Routine

User gives little thought to improving

innovation use or consequence.
Refinement

User varies the use of the innovation to
increase the impact on clients within the
irnmedia te

sphere

variations are

of

influence.

based on knowledge of

both short and long-term

consequences

for clients.
Integration

User is combining own efforts to use the
innovation with

related

activities

of

colleagues to achieve a collective impact

••
on clients within their common sphere ot.
influence.
User reevaluates the quality of use of

Renewal

the

innovation

and

begins

to

explore

alternatives to or major modifications of
the innovation presently in use.
Within

these

eight levels of

use,

sophistication of

implementation is defined by the user'g expanding ability in

practice to effectively implement the innovation to suit the
abilities of his or her students in their own setting.

The

LoUs developed by Hall, George and Rutherford (1977) ....ere seen
by

Leithwood

and

Montgomery

(1980)

as

recognition of implementation as a process.

a

step

towards

They stated that,

The substantial value of this work lies

in its

operationalization of implementation as a process,
empirical recognition of differentiated needs among
implementors depending on level of use, the provision of well-tested sets of instruments and procedures

for

diagnosing

stages of concern.

both

levels

of

use

and

(p. 206)

Leithwood and Montgomery (1980) considered it important
to evaluate the nature and degree of implementation of program
innovations.

They believed that information derived from such

evaluations might assist in developing accountability for
management, decisions

8S

well as serving research and develop-
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ment functions.

To be beneficial evaluations have to provide

information relevant to its particular function.

Howeve!",

accountability, manag9ll1ent and research and developDent are
not independent functions.

A del.:ision maker can profit from

information relevant to several or all of these functions at
oil

given time.

functions,

To obtain the relevant inforsnation for separate

many studies are undertaken by researchers and

evaluators interested in implementation evaluation to design
methodologies relevant to individual functions.

For eXaJ1lple,

to evaluate program implementation which served accountability
and management decisions, Leith....ood and Montgomery developed
a methodology which has the potential to indicate both current
status and qrowth in use of an innovation.

Their methodology,

with added curriculum dimensions to the definition of implementation of the innovation, helps to provide a more diagnostically sensitive variation of the concept of levels of use.
Like Ball and Loucks

(1975)

the Ilethodology developed by

Leithwood and Montgomery requires that definition be in terms
of teacher knowledge, objectives, strategies, behaviors, and
associated classroom practices.
In another study conducted by Reqan and Leithwood (1974),
it was found that implementation of an educational innovation
should consider the complex structured relationship between
system variables, human variables and technological variables
in order to. increase the predictive power of results from the
innovation when implemented.

In developinq such a model for
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curriculum innovation,

Regan and Leithwood considered the

specific roles of the teacher, principal, administrator and
academic and their functions in the processes of innovation
implementation and evaluation.

Their study demonstrated the

importance of considering several critical dimensi.ons of the
role of the teacher.

These dimensions affecting implementa-

tion helped to indicate the amount of support the teachers
needed and the kinds of support they valued.
The role of the teacher is described by many researchers

as being pivotal in bringing implementation to any successful
curriculum innovation (sarasan,

1971; Smith

&

Keith,

1971;

Fullan, 1972; Leithwood 5. Russell, 1973).

These researchers

believed

which

that

implementation

strategies

relied

too

heavily on reorganization of systems were unlikely to be
effective,

and

therefore suggested that

teacher-users

be

viewed in the context of other demands placed on them in order
that they be provided the necessary support.
Reg~'n

and Leithwood (1974) also stated that, for innova-

tion implementation to be successful, a change in the thinking
or approach of the people involved in the educational change
strategy is necessary.

Innovation strategies without the

necessary adjustments in people, they believed, may facilitate, but far from guarantee, changes in function since the
new forms may be poorly developed and ll1<";y not be understood by
teacher-users.
Different researchers have examined the roles of individ-

.9
uai users in the implementation of educational innovation.
Fullan and Pomtert (1977) looked at implementation in terms of

five

change dimensions:

changes

in materials;

changes

in

structure; changes in role behavior; changing knOWledge and

understanding; changing value internalization (p. 336).
Fullan (1982) looked to the significance of the meaning

of change for understanding the implementation of inr.ovatlons.
He believed that underlying the question of implementation is

the problem of finding meaning in change.

He emphasized the

importance of knowing what change looks like from the point of
view

of

the

individual

teacher,

student,

parent,

and

administrator in order to understand the actions and reactions
of each player.

Combining the aggregate knowledge of these

individuals' situations would, he suggested, help to comprehend the big picture of organizational and inter-organizational factors which influence the process of change.
intensive

research

done on

implementation of

From his

educational

innovations, Fullan later identified 15 major factors on which
there is enough evidence to warrant generalization about how
and why partiCUlar factors

influence implementation.

He

suggested that consideration of these factors in evaluating
educational changes should facilitate a more systems-oriented
approach.

These identified factors are:

1.

Need and relevance of the change

2.

Clarity

3.

Complexity
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4.

Ouality and practicality of program (materials etc. )

5.

The history of innovative attempts

6.

The adoption process

7.

Central administrative support and involvement

e.

Staff development (in-service) and participation

9.

Time-line and information system (evaluation)

10.

Board and cOJlllTIunity characteristics

11.

The principal

12.

Teacher-teacher relations

13.

Teacher characteristics and orientations

14.

Role of government

15.

External assistance.

The first four factors affecting implementation can be
considered major aspects of the change itself.
The role of socio-political forces contributing to the
shaping of values towards the subject discipline under study
or the attitude to education in general may also be significant to the implementation of programming.
which

curriculum changes

The extrnt to

are implemented to the greatest

degree possible is clearly affected by the teachers' and the
support personnel's perception of the need for change.

If

teachers are satisfied that existing programming is adequate
there may be more resistance to change.
The clarity of curriculum materials in their statements
of objectives, their use and explanation of various concepts
in the vernacular of the sUbject area and their degree of
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specificity in detailing program changes may all affect the
extent of implementation.
Any change can be examined with regard to the difficulty,

skill required, and extent of alterations in beliefs, teaching
strategies, and use of materials.

For effective implementa-

tion it is necessary to understand the sophisticated array of
activities, diagnosis ;:.nd teaching strategies required for
changes to be implemented.

The remaining 11 factors focus on the social conditions
for change.

The characteristics of

people

influence

work

the

th~

settings in which

implementation

of

educational

changes.

The quality of educational materials and technologies
(instruments of curriculum) can of ccurse impact on learning.

Poor quality or even the lack of availability of learning
materials can be the result of political decisions on the
priority given to certain subject areas.

Political expediency

and legislative requirements may formalize the inclusion of
programming without due consideration for factors affecting
implementation.

Adequate preparation time, suitable guides,

classroom size, space, supplies and equipment are frequently
overlooked in the rush to adopt curricula (Fullan, 1982).
Some studies have even found that many teachers were
unfamiliar with the provincial curriculum materials they were
supposed to be implementing (Downey et al., 1975; Aoki et al.,
1977; Simms,

1978).

A mismatch between t'le training and

competency levels of teachers and the degree of complexity of
neW' prograDlllling could be a barrier to implementation, unless
adequate additional training and support are avai.lable and
effectively used by the less qualified teachers.
Failure to learn from. the history of the evolution of
curriculum implementation efforts may frustrate attempts at
educational

change

when

factors are overlooked.
adoption

certain

critical

implementation

The political process which leads to

of curriculum may

signal

to

those

charged with

implementation the seriousness with which their efforts might
be pursued.

The exclusion of key players (ofton politicians),

community members, principals, coc rdinators or teachers from
the

deve)rf'l':19nt

process

may

alienate

those

involved

in

implementation.
Time-lines and infonaation systeJU intended to support
implementation are important factors.

Time perspective is a

critical factor aspect of the implementation process (Sarason,
1971).

Unrealistic time-lines, which could be caused by

Ilaterials not arriving on schedule, and miscommunication or
neglect of the timing of training and orientation, would add
to the burden of implementation.

Open-ended time lines are

equally problematic since they create ambiguity about expectations and a lack of clarity about what constitutes progress.
Information systems can be effective in facilitating change
when it is linked with 8 system for acting on it.

Collecting

and using diagnostic information about implementation problems
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has been found to be strongly related to school improvelllent.
School level lactors such as the role and relationship of
the principal to the teacher. the collegial relations among
teachers, and the teachers' own backgrounds in their subject
areas have all been shown to be important to implementatiofl of
educational curricula (Fullan, 1982).

Much of the literature on evaluation of implementation
has concentrated on the traditionally core subject areas of
the natural sciences, mathematics I English llnd social studies
(FuIIan, 1982). The relative paucity of implementation evaluation studies in the field of arts education points to the need
for more research in this area.

EvaluatioD and Art BducatioD

Evaluating art teaching and learning in the elementary
and secondary schools has always been problematic.

Precise

measurement is not always possible to evaluate the innate
qualities of the art experience that is often emotional in
nature,

even

thou9h

cognitive components.

learnin9

activities

in

art

include

Learnin9 in the arts does not always

result in simple and measurable outcomes, and the central
issues such as evaluatin9 what actually happens to values,
attitudes and aesthetic understandin9s of students, teachers,
administrators and other cOll\lll.unity members do not readily lend
themselves to traditional methods of evaluation.

Concerted
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and systematic study and research in the field of art has been
made difficult partly because financial resources have not
always been continuous or adequate.
In general the increased educational evaluation activities of the time fostered much interest in applying to school
programa

the

nnew learning"

derived from research.

The

intensity of interest in the arts in education was reflected
in the mounting of seventeen conferences on art between 1964
and 1966 (Efland, 1994).

The purpose of these conferences was

to promote research and development activity in preparation
for curriculum change in the arts.

The Penn State Seminar of

1965, the most notable of the conferences, gave attention to
"art education as a discipline in its own right" (Efland, p.
207).

The idea was put forward and supported that art teach-

ing should be more disciplined and structured to cover the
three domains including art history, criticism and studio
work.
At the time

wh~n

research and development work was being

supported by the Arts and Humanities Program, assessing the
arts in education still encountered problems.

There was no

connection or consultation between the Arts and Humanities
Program and Titles I and III funds, because they were administered in separate bureaus of the United States Office of
Education.

Vast amounts of money were being used to support

creative arts projects under Titles I and III of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA).

As allocation of
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Title funds under ESEA was contingent on the evaluation of
supported projects, participants in the projects were expected

to

conduct the

evaluation.

They produced

behaviorially

oriented data which could be analyzed to justify the continuation of projects.

Such data were of limited use

for the

developmental work carried out by the Arts and Humanities
Program.

Nevertheless, the money provided by the Federal Research

and Development Funds was not wasted.

Although evaluation of

the arts had its problems, some gains were made.

Of major

significance was the establishment of a national constituency
of educational researchers developed for the arts and humanities; also, far the first time an exchange took place between
educators in the various arts and humanities

fields

with

leaders in related fields (Bloom, 1975).
In 1967 funds were also made available from the Arts in
Education Program of the J.D. Rockefeller the Third, (JDR Jrd)
Fund to study whether the arts could be made integral to the
general education of all children from kindergarten through
high

school.

The

need

for

the

research was

raised

by

Rockefeller, (president of JDR Jrd FUnd), who, agreeing with
researchers that the arts had value in learning, noticed that
only a small percentage of the adult popUlation was actively
involved and interested in arts.

This program also helped to

bring together the knowledge and experience of researchers who
were concerned with a broader educational framework.

The

I
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various perspectives of the different disciplines which were

brought together in the 19608 under the Arts and Humanities
ProgrUlS of USOE and the Arts in Education Program of the JDR
Jrd Fund helped to enrich all of the arts/humanities disciplines and stimulated a reconsideration of research method.-

ologies in evaluation designs for the arts (Talmage, 1982).

The two programs laid down funding criteria to support
projects which made the arts and humanities integral to the
education of all children and young people.

The work done

with the help of these funds generated information that added
understanding and knowledge of the role of the arts in educa-

tion.
what

under these programs progress was made in determining
aspects of

results

learning could be evaluated and how the

could be made available and

useful

to teachers.

Consequently the Arts in Education Program's central objective
was redirectedj its focus was on assistinq school systems in
their efforts to improve the quality of education for all
children.

This was done by elllphasizinq incorporation of all

the arts into teaching and learnir.g: a dynamic and complex
concept that presented new challenges to educators as well 8S
to evaluators.
School administrators and boards of education seemed to
be reaching the conclusion that, i f the quality of learning
were to be improved, something other than merely continued
emphasis on basic skills would have to be included.

Educa-

tional evaluation technologies seemed to respond to the need
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for help in determining whether the arts in general education
IIli.ght be that something more; sOlllething that could help to

improve the overall quality of education.
Art

educators

began

exaraining various

evaluation in art education.

components

of

smith llnd Smi.th (1970) pointed

to the importance of aesthetics for enjoyment, knowledge and
experience.

Efland (1973) emphasized the eVlllu!ltion of goals

and philosophy of education.

Day (1972) prepared the ground

for art education' 8 significance by suggesting the following
rationales for art education--visual perception, self-concept,
SUbjective thinking llnd aesthetic experience.
with the growing emphasis on evaluation came the demand

for greater specificity in the establishment of criteria for
art evaluation (Clark, 19751.

Eisner (1975) identified three

types of art education objectives against which evaluation
could be developed.

In addition to instructional and behav-

ioral objectives, he specified two other types: expressive
objectives, which are the result of art education activity intended to generate a ·personal, idiosyncratic response"; and
Type III objectives, wherein a student must work through a
solution to a problem or challenge,

having to deal with a

number of constraints imposed by space, equipment and other
material limitations or lack of resources.
Another outcome of research work from the two funding
programs was Stake's Responsive Model for evaluating the arts
in education.

The interest and growth in evaluation generally
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during this period found expression in the views of Stake, who
was seeking to broaden the role of evaluation to focus on the
realities of program activities and audience requirements,

rather than on objectives, goals and standards for educatioll
set before evaluation takes place.

His book Evaluating the

Arts in Education: A Responsive Approach

marked one of the

first steps taken by the evaluation community in considering
the complex realities

and mUltiple value perspectives of

participants in a particular educational setting (Alexander,
1982).

The Responsive Model was able to evaluate all three areas
of the learning domain. cognitive, psychomotor, and affective.
In considering the importance of the Responsive Model, Bloom
commented that, "the responsive approach provides a means for
examining the process of educational change through the arts
and the relationship of this change process to the quality
content

of

teaching

and

learning"

(Bloom,

1975,

p.10).

Stake's paper on the Responsive Model, presented at the 1974
annual American Education Research Association (AERA) conference, was well received by fellow evaluation researchers like
Guba and Scriven.

The Responsive Model was later adopted by

Guba and Lincoln to evaluate the arts in education (Guba ,.
Lincoln, 1991).

The interest. and involvement of a number of

educational researchers also encouraged discussion and use of
stake's fresh approach to evaluating the arts and humanities.
The Responsive Nodel provides a major contribution to the
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notion that

evaluation,

in

whatever educational setting,

should make use of ideas from a paradigm that emphasizes

ethnographic and participant observation techniques.

There

are many researchers who are making 11 shift to use this
alternative

paradi9lll

to

address

both

methodological

substantive probleM in the study of teachers,
classrooms. and schools.

and

curricula,

Those who are using these techniques

believe in the value of context and the importance of the
evaluation reaearcher as interpreter (Alexander, 1982).

They

share a dedication to a variety of research techniques termed
"descriptive." Descriptive techniques, including observation
and interviews, are used to make objective and standard the
researcher's

perceptions.

Participant

observers

become

involved with educational participants in order to ensure that
the questions asked will elicit data of importance to those
interested in the results of the research.

Informality of the

interview allows those using participant observation to gather
information in a number of ways which help them to understand
the situation in a comprehensive manner.
Bersson (1978) in reviewing participant observation in
art education evaluation links these techniques with education
evaluation, as it relates to Eisner'S
criticism (Alexander, 1982).

work in educational

Educational criticism developed

by Eisner (1979) is based on the model of art criticism.
critic,

in

a

role

as

educational

The

evaluator/educational

connoisseur, possessing a large and varied experience, uses
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participant observation and ethnographic techniques to do the
evaluation field work.

Essential for this approach is the

requirement that the critic be able to write about the program
within

the

framework of

experience of the

aesthetics

to convey

situation being described,

abstracting information about that experience.

descriptive

portion,

the

educational

critic

the actual
rather

than

Following the

provides

a

theoretical analysis of what has been described to reveal what
happened, what it means, what it's worth is, and to sometimes
make suggestions about how things could be improved.

Finally

the critic has to appraise the educational value of what has
been described and interpreted.

Rubin (1982)
that

uses

the

describes another approach to assessment

ethnographic

and

participant

observation

techniques and is referred to as the naturalistic evaluation
method, evolving from the work of several researchers at the
Indiana Center for Evaluation in Bloomington, Indiana (Wolf
Tymitz, 1977; Guba, 1978; Guba

&

Lincoln, 1981).

&

The function

of naturalistic evaluation is to gather information relevant
to concerns and issues in the minds of persons or groups who
have an interest in the object being evaluated.

T~e

evaluato-

r's main task is to identify the concerns and issues in terms
of value conflicts inherent in all social contexts and to
develop portrayals of these conditions.

Methods of collecting

data include predominantly human-to-human research skills such
as interviewing, observation, and recording of verbal and
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nonverbal behavior.

Other techniques such

analysis, records usage,

as documentary

and unobtrusive measures are also

In art education a number of authors have utilized

used.

these methods

and

found

justification for

their use

in

education" _ evaluation.
As the number of Qthnographic studies conducted in the
field of art education increases, theoretical problems have
become evident within the developing body of literature.

A

Taxonomy for Art Educators' Styles of On Site Descriptive
Research

was

introduced

by

Ettinger

( 1984)

to

help

researchers, who are insufficiently educated in the foundations of these research approaches, to improve the quality of

such investigations in art education. The attention given to
seeking improvements to evaluation research in the field of
art education

is a

promising sign for the

future of

the

subject.

Research ParadiQ'll for the Arts

As

noted

by Madeja

(1977)

there are

many

needs

for

evaluation in art education, ranging from developing instruments for measuring achievement in art, to creating diagnostic
tests

for

methods

assessing

that

learning and
education

levels of

reveal

the

teaching.

involved

with

development,

structure

Those researchers
forms

to

employing

and processes of
in visual

of disciplined

art
arts

inquiry

in

education have tended to adopt the paradigm utilized by the
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natural

sciences

(or rationalistic

paradigra),

and while

naturalistic evaluation cannot serve all needs, it is ideally
suited to the investigation of structure and process.

It is

appropriate for serving the needs of art pr09raJD staff and

aurUenc8s. since it draws directly upon personal interaction,
observation, de!lcription, and revelation of multiple perspectives and individual meanings.
Rubin

(1982)

uniquely Buited to

notes

that

naturalistic

evaluation

art program evaluation:

evaluation alloW's questions,

issues,

is

naturalistic

concerns,

ideas

and

feelings to emerge during the process from the evaluation' 8
Audience; it enables investigators to study situations or

programs ....here variables are ambiguous, conditions are in
flUX, and changes can be responded to or incorporated as they
occur; it focuses on the development of ellpathy and understanding of individual meaningB,

and

it puts emphasis

particulars rather than generalizations (p. 61).
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CHAPTBR III

Methodology
De.iern of the study

Effective curriculum guides may be one of the key factors
in

the

successful

(Fullan, 1982).

implementation of educational proqrAlll!l

One way to examine how effective these guides

l:lre in facilitating implementation is to lovelve teachers
(implementors) as evaluators of the guides which are available
to them.

This

study was aimed at determining teachers'

perception regarding the utility of the

1986 Newfoundland

Draft Provincial Art Curriculum Guide for Grades 7

a and g.

The teachers were asked to rate the usefulness of the guide in
the areas of content, resources and support services.

Obj ectives of tb. Study

This
usefulness

study

investigated

of the

1986

teachers'

perception of the

Newfoundland Draft Provincial Art

Curriculum Guide for Grades 1« 8 and 9 as one of the factors
influencing the implementation of the art program in Newfoundland schools.

The unite investigated were teachers' personal

intereet in art; their perception of the relative importance
of art education; the availability, clarity and usefulness of
the guide in planning and developing art instruction; and the
frequency of the actual use of the guide.

In addition the

study examined whether material and human resources

were
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supportive of curriculum implementAtion and were available in
the school or cODUnunity (Le. art books, art rooms, supplies

and equipment,

local galleries, art studios and art work

displayed i.n the school).

Furthermore, teachers were Asked to

indicate whether they had adequate teaching blocKS to be able

to implement the curriculum as it is outlined in the guide.
Human resources

that may be

include the principal,
parents, school
artists.
human

supportive of an

art proqrlUll.

an art coordinator I other teachers,

librarians,

public

librarians.

and

local

Teachers were asked to indicate how important these

resources

were

to their art

progrlUll's

successful

implementation.

Cue study Design

The design for this investigation was based on a case
study approach.

The case study is a useful strategy which

seeks to help explain the causal links in real·life situations
that are too complex for surveyor experimental strateqies
alone to investigate or explain (Yin, 1984).

It provides a

useful approach in helpinq to explore or describe issues or
concerns in

real-life

situations.

The

strategies are not mutually exclusive:

various research

one can us& more than

one strategy in any given study--for example, a survey within
a case stUdy or a case study within a survey (Yin).
In arguing for the case stUdy as
(1984) suggests,

/l

research strategy, yin

"case studies have a distinctive place in
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evaluation research" (p.

rejected by

many

25).

educational

Although this approach

researchers

as unscientific

because of its lack ot' research controls, the recent increased
acceptance of qualitative research methods

inherent in the

caee-study approach has given it a new credibility in the
research community

(Borg

&

Gall, 1983).

Cuba and Lincoln

(1991) consider the case study approach as the most approp-

riate form to report on the results of naturalistic, responsive evaluations.

Among its many uses, inclUding depicting,

chronicling and teaching, they believe case studies can also

be used to test, that is, to ·prove" or to try new educational

products (PP. 370-373).
and Lincoln are:

Other advantages pointed out by Cuba

the case study provides the "thick descrip-

tion" so important to naturalistic observation methods; the
case study is contextual

and therefore provides

an experi-

ential perspectivei' the case stUdy provides comprehensive and
realistic results important for increased understanding and
communicationi' the case study approach can also be adjusted to
best fit the circumstances in each settinq (p. 376).

Metbodo~ogy

validation in Case studies

Maintaininq a chain of evidence in the case study is done
to il\Crease reliability (Yin, 1994). This principle allows an
external observer to follow the derivation of any
from

initial

conclusions.

research

questions

to

ultimate

evidenc~

case

study

Unlike descriptive case studies. which are less
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demanding and provide fewer causal links in their analysis,
analytical

case

studies

face

a

greater

challenge

for

explaining and interpreting data.
Case studies usually involve collecting evidence from
multiple sources and/or through different Ill9thods (Yin, 1984).

Guba and Lincoln (1981) point to the process of "comparing and
contrasting information drawn from different sources and/or
determined
verifying

by

different

information

participants.

on

methodologiesthe

same

being

event

from

useful

for

different

As a cross-validation technique, the process of

triangulating information also has the capacity tor producing
more

confidence

rnethodoloqies

in

(Cuba .'

the

data

Lincoln,

generated

p. 257).

by

different

Triangulation is

considered one of the IllOst important strengths of naturalistic
inquiry because of its ability to divorce itself from the
unidimensional value-consensual

paradiCj1l

that

has

guided

social action research and evaluation (Guba & Linccln, 1981).
Triangulation, cross-examination and testing of materials also
enhances greater reliability of results, which is a critical
concern for naturalistic inquiries, because it helps to act as
a check against possible researcher bias.
This study followed Yin's (1984) model of a case study
approach, employing both survey and interview methodologies.
Broad-based and in-depth interviewing of the teachers who were
using the art curriculum guide to implement the junior high
school art program is a naturalistic method of gathering data
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which

is

suited

to

revealing multiple

individual meanings.

Rubin thinks that,

perspectives

and

in the realm of

aesthetic experience which can be described more readily than
measured, naturalistic evaluation can provide unique insights
and perceptions

(RUbin,

1982).

By using An

interviewing

methodology, one is able to engage teachers, with varying
backgrounds in art and with differing degrees of support from
schools and the community, in a process of evaluation of the
utility of the guide in implementing the art curriculum.
In addition to the interviews, a survey W,19 conducted to
get the views of a larger sample of teachers from different
areas of the province. Questionnaires may provide an effective
method for assessing teachers' "knowledge and understanding of
the philosophy and basic strategies of an innovative program
provided that both specific questions are asked and open-ended
questions are used to assess various aspects of respondents'
thinking and approaches to the innovation" (Fullan & Pomfret,
1977,

p.

366).

Interviews

and

surveys

focusing

on

implementation issues have been used to gather information
which

has

contributed

to

contextual

analysis

of

the

circumstances in which teachers are implementing curricula
(Hall & Loucks, 1977).

The Survey

The survey method ....as used in this study to involve a
larger number of teachers in the sample than ''{ould otherwise
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have been possible with more qualitative approaches auch as
interviewing alone.

The questionnaire was designed to elicit

the teachers' perceptions of a number of factors related to
implementation.

They were asked to indicate their aqreere.ent

or disagreement with a number of statements on widely held

views on art.

They were also asked to indicate which of these

statements they most and least agreed with.

In the second

part, their personal interest in art, as reflected by their
participation
assessed.

in

various

art-oriented

activities,

They were then asked whether the official art

curriculum guide was used in their school, whether they had a
copy of it and the extent of assistance they received from art
specialists/co-ordinators in using the guide.

The frequency

with which teachers used the guide was explored, followed by
a

series

of

questions

on

teachers'

perceptions

of

its

usefulness in variolls aspects of art education.
The survey also examined the availability of material
resources for implementing the art curriculum including art
books, school facilities, supplies and equipment and community
resources supportive of art education such as galleries and
studios. Other consider-ations, inclUding preparation time and
time-tabling, were also explored.

Teachers were asked to rate

the importance of a number of human resources inclUding the
principal, art coordinator and others in the implementation of
the program..

The survey also sought demographic information

about teachers' backgrounds in art training and education.
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The Inten!_.,.
The interviews were intended to provide elaboration on
the many responses to the questiol':: posed in the survey.
Interviews were dosigned to elicit a descriptive exploration
of the "real_life M situations of the teachers (Yin, 1994, p.

13).

They attempted to explain and elaborate upon some of the

findings

in

pursuing answers

to the

"why"

and

"how"

of

curriculum implementation. The interviewer used the questions
from

the survey as prompts

in conducting the case

study

interviews. using the survey questions also served to keep the
investigator "on track" as data collection proceeded (Yin).
The interviews also acted a9 cross-validation for the

data collected in the survey questionnaire.
naires

are

seen to be

relatively

perceived

implementation,

gathering

data

from

because

larger

While question-

effective at measuring
of their potential

samples

(Cole,

1971),

for

semi-

structured interviews with representative SUbjects may provide
greater "thickness" of description and depth of analysis.

The

cross-validation afforded by using both interview and questionnaire methods helped to guard against validity problems
associated with using perceptions as measures of the teachers'
realities in using the guide.
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ID.tn-nt ValidatioD

'1'0 enhance the content validi.ty of the data

co~lected

in

the interviews, the analyses vera returned separately to the
interviewees who were asked to provide validity checks by
supplying

clarification,

correction

and

any

information on the original data they provided.

additional
To establish

face and content validity, the questionnaire

was submitted

for review to a number of experts. including several professors

and

Memorial

instructors

University

of

from

the

Faculty

Newfoundland,

the

of

Education,

Provincial

art

consultant, Department of Education, and a research methodology professor in Educational Psychology. These experts were

asked for
format,

feedback

content,

on the

instrUl\ent· s

language,

cOIlUl\unication effectiveness and

style I
possible

bias.

Ada!Datration of the study
Saapl.inq procedure for 'tbe Buney.
The researcher used a stratified saJlple of six school
boards across the province in an attempt to represent the
diversity
listed in

of schools
the

in Newfoundland.

All

Directory of School Boards

school boards
(Government

of

Newfoundland and Labrador Department of Education, 1987) were
categorized into three groups: (a) ve:'y rural. (b) rural; and
(c) urban, according to the following criteria:
1.

board population.
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2.

number of small schools (under 150 students);

3.

school board personnel

(those serviced by a

ordinator who is responsible for the art program);
4.

proximity to urban centres.

The Labrador East Integrated School Board and Conception Bay
North Integrated School Board were chosen randomly as repre-

senting the very rural boards.
tion was under 3000.

Each board's student popUla-

Representing the rural boards were Notre

Dame Integrated School Board and Placentia-St. Marys School
Board, each of which has a school population of between 3000
and 5000.

st. John's Roman Catholic School Board dnd Bona-

vista-Trinity-Conception School Board represented the urban
boards of 5000 and more.
the exact

There was difficulty in establishing

number of art teachers I

since the Directory of

School Boards does not indicate teachers by sUbject matter
areas but only by grades taught.

Hence the number of art

teachers was arrived at through correspondence and telephone
calls

with

the

principals,

school

district

supervisors,

coordinators for the art program and through estimation based
on school size.

It was estimated that there were 73 schools

with a maximum possible population of 475 classroom teachers
responsible for art or art teachers at the junior high school
leveL

It was not possible to determine the accuracy of this

estimated number because it was discovered that art was not
taught at all in some schools despite the provincial curriculum requirement for art education at the junior high level.
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It

was

found

in

distributing the

questionnaire,

through

program coordinators at the board level, that the number of
teachers actually teaching art was less than two hundred.
Permission to conduct the survey was obtained from the
superintendents of the respective school boards.

Packages of

questionnaires, together with cover letters, were sent to the
principals and co-ordinators

sample cover letters).
the study and requested

(see Appendices

IV and V for

The letter explained the purpose of
t~le

ordinators, and teachers.

cooperation of the principals. coThe principals, and in some cases

the art coordinators, were asked to distribute copies of the
questionnaire to all respondents teaching grades 7 to 9 art.
To ensure confidentiality,

teachers were requested not to

place their names on the questionnaires.

They were 3sked to

return the questionnaires, in the envelopes provided, to the
schools' general office.
As of January 31st,

1989, of the 168 questionnaires

distributed, 84 were completed and returned represer.·;ing a 50%
response rate.

The response rate may have been higher except

for problems with one particular school board where there was
difficulty in establishing the number of teachers who should
be included in the sample.
completed

by

teachers

Only four questionnaires were

at this

returned accompanied by the
offered Grade 7, 8 or 9 art.

board,

ex~lanation

and

seventeen were

that not all schools

There were problems in receiving

back questionnaires from some of the more remote areas of the
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Labrador East Integrated Board schools. Since the survey was
administered in November,

already winter in Labrador, the

weather prevented some of the questionnaires

from getting

through to the target schools in time to participate in the
survey.

:Interviews.
TWo teachers responsible for teaching art in the junior
high school level were selected for interviews; one from a
rural school district in eastern Newfoundland and the other
from the urban st. John's area.

The rural teacher (TIl had

little background in art education since he had no formal
training in art.
ist.

The urban teacher (T2) was an art special-

'rl taught grade 8 art as part of a general teaChing

load, while T2 taught mainly art in grades 7, 8 and 9.
The teachers interviewed were also asked to complete the
survey questionnaire, however their completed questionnaires
were not added to the survey sample.

By completir.g the

questionnaires they were given advance preparation for the
fu...:us of the questions in the interview, which sought to
elaborate on the contents of the survey.

The interviews were

semi-structured in ord:;lr to obtain as much informatior as
possible.

By verbal agreement and consent, teacher interviews

were aUdio-tape recorded to enhance the accuracy of recording
and reporting of the data obtained.
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Data aDalyais.

The quantitative analyses employed in this study provided
the data which were coded,

tabulated and

surmarized into

frequency and percentage scores using descriptive stAtistics.
The

qualitative

data

supplied

from

the

interviews

were

analyzed using a descriptive-analytic and pattern-matching

framework.
The proposition that teachers with greater background in
art would find the guide more useful WaS explored through the
interviews by examining the two teachers' perceptions of the
guide, their attitudes to art education, and their own meth\Jds
of curriculum implelllfllntation.

Pattern-matching was used to

examinn the relationship between the teachers' backgrounds,
their perceptions, and

their use of the guide. At the Salle

time other explanations for the perceived utility of the guide
were sought through analysis of other patterns of relationships

among

contextual

factors.

..Alt"rnate

analysis

of

patterns of obscured relations can provide rival explanations
for the same data"

(Yin, 1984, p. IDS).

The importance of

keeping an open mind to discover additional patterns to those
being sought allowed for what Scriven

(1972), has suggested

is a less restrictive and freer interpretation of the data.
Because of their different art backgrounds, T1 and T2
were expected to provide divergent views

on problems

and

prospects for implementation using the

~

Curriculum Guide for Grades 7

While their views are

8 and 9,

Provincial Art
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not necessarily generalizable to all art teachers with similar
backgrounds, their perspectives may be considered as examples
of teachers with very distinct orientations to art education.
The study used the interviews to help expand on possible
explanations of the survey and to discover additional evalu-

ation data to enrich the consideration of factors contributing
to implementation.
about

implementation

As well additional related information
which

emerged

during

the

open-ended

interviews was explored for further analysis.
Results of the survey and interviews are reported in
Chapter

IV.

Quantitative

described in some detail

and

qualitative

followed in the

findings

final

are

chapter by

discussion, analysis and review of the implications of the
data for the implementation of the art curriculum in Newfoundland schools.
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CKAPTBR IV

Reporting aad Analyais of Result.

This chapter presents the results of a survey of 168
teachers, with II 50' response rate, and the results of the 10-

depth

interviews

with

tvo

teachers

responsible

teaching of art at the junior high school level.

for

the

Factors

contributing to the implementation of the art program,

as

outlined in the Draft Provincial Art Curriculum Guide for
~3

7

8 and 9 are eXb..J1inedi specifically the survey and

interview data are analyzed and reported descriptively.

Survey Result.

Cbaracteristics of tb. 8_ple

Teachers

wer~

asked to indicate the following:

(a) the

grade levels in which they had taught art within the past two

years; (b) their level of training/education in art; (c) the
length of time since they had received formal training in art;
(d) the number of years they had taught art; (e) the degree of
difficUlty they had in teaching art; and (f) their preferences
regarding art ae part of their teaching workload.
All 84 teachers who responded to the survey had taught at
least one of grades 7, 8 or 9, art and some had also taught
lower and higher grades.
grades

Table 1 provides the distribution of

taught by the teachers in the two years prior to
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completing the survey.

~able

1

Respondents' Art Teaching Experience in the PIlSt: Two Years

Grades Taught

Percentage

N "" 84

K-9

22

13

43)
7B

56) '" 130
31)

10-12

15

Table 2 outlines teachers' background training in art

education.

The figures suggest that most of the teachers

participating in the study had little specialized knowledge of
art,

but had been exposed to some formal training through

either workshops or university courses.

with most teachers

taking only a few workshops, less than half had participated
in university courses or formal art education,

and a very

small minority were art majors.
The length of time since teachers hu.d taken art courses
or had participated in workshops varied from one year or less
to twelve or more years.

P,

little more than half of the

teachers had received some traini:!l.g in art

~ducation

within

l'
Table 2
Respondent.· Background Training in 'reacbing Art

Studied Art

N -

Percentage

84

High SChool

,.

12

1-3 university Courses

36

43

62

14

Art Majors

Art Minors
workshops

the year prior to the survey, with most teachers (76\) in the
sample having received training within the last three years.
This suggests that most teachers have recently been involved

in some form. of teacher training for art education (seQ Table

31.

BO'ol relevant this training is for iJnplementation of the

curriculUII will

be

explored

later

in

the

discussion

of

interview results.
Three quarters of the sample bad been teaching art for
five years or less.

As can be seen

from Table

4, most

teachers were relatively new to art education, with 71% having
taught art only within the last four years.

"

rable 3

rears Since Respondents' Lest participatioD in Art Training
Worksbop's)

Years Since
Last Training

N '"' 84

••

Percentage·

"I'
ID

ID
12+

.Percentage totalling less than 100\ indicates rUssing data
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'rable t

Respondents' Years of Teaching Art

Years of

Teaching Art

N

=

84

Percentage·

15

18

24

2'

12

14
10

10
12+

19

*Percentage totalling les8 than 100\ indicates missing data

Table 5 reveals that while most teachers indicated they

taught art because it was assigned to them (61\), only one
stated that she
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in art education.

asked to teach it because she was trained
Less than one third (30\) chose to teach

art, while only 6\ reported that it was assigned but that they

also wanted to teach it.

81
~able

5

Respondents' 'loacbing Assignment to Art

Art Teaching Assignment

Art was assigned

N '" 84

Percentage*

51

61

25

30

Trained to teach
Chose to teach
Assigned and wanted to teach

*Percentage totalling less than 100' indicates missing data

As is demonstrated by the numbers in Table 6,
thought teaching art was easy.

no one

Almost two thirds of the

teachers said it was difficult and some fou ....d it very difficult; suggesting that a large majority found teaching art

difficult.
As can be seen from Table 1, if given a choice only a few
teacher9 indicated that they would teach art for a majority of
their teaching time, wbile almost two-thirds responded that
they would prefer to teach it only some of the time, and
nearly one third stated that they preferred not to teach it at
all. It might be that teachers who find teaching art difficult
are also not likely to choose it as a preferred SUbject area.
However there may be other reasons related to the lower status

B2

accorded to teaching art and the limited resources available
to implement the programs.

Table 6
Respondent.s' percept.ion of Difficult.y in Teaching Art.

Perception of Teaching Art

84

N ""

E'J.9Y

Somewhat easy

,.

Difficult

53

Very difficult

15

Percentage

".3
18

Table 7
RespondeDb' Workload Preferepce for n8chip9 Art.

Workload Preference
for Teaching Art

N

lZ

84

Percentage

Majority of the time

10

12

Some of the time

50

5.

Not at all

24

2.

84
'I'able B

Respondents' opinioDs on Art Education

SA

A

SO

Statements

\.

l.

Provides opportunities/self-expression

57

2.

Promotes sensitivity to others

14

67

3.

Does not develop cognitive learning

1

10

71

4.

Develops salf-image

24

67

10

5.

Benefits students with ionato;!
1

11

52

35

6.

Uniquely contributes to total
33

61

7.

Ranks in importance with math and

4

37

46

12

8.

Mainly a form of recreation and

,.

relaxation

2

30

56

12

17

artistic ability

education

English

41
16
18

Develops independent thinking/
70

13

10. Is an educational frill

7

58

35

1l. Is a waste of school funds

6

50

44

problem-solving

*Percentages totalling less than 100\ indicates missing data

SA

o

:=

Strongly Agree

= Disagree

A =

Agree

SO = Strongly Disagree
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A summary of the profile of the sample auggests that most
teachers had taught grades 7, 8 and 9 art for les8 than five
years, had taken few university courses or workshops on art
education, and had undergone some fonn of art training within
the past one

to three years.

Very few teachers were art

majors and therefore specialists .....>st teachers were teaching
art because it

WAS

Assigned to them and would prefer to teach

it only some of the time.

The VAst majority found it diffi-

cult and almost a third of the 5ample would prefer not to have
to teach art at all.

Teachers' OpinioDs of Art EducatioD

In Section One of the questionnaire, teachers were asked
to reflect on and rate nine statements on the importance of
art education for students.

They were then asked to indicate

which of the nine statements IIlOst and least represent.ed their
opinions

on art education.

The results

are

reported

percentages on a question by question basis (see Table 8).

in
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Almost all teachers agreed that art education provides
students opportunities

for

self-expression;

promoted sensitivity 4IllOng students.
positive about

the

development

self-image,

solving.

of

importance
and

of

art

for

most

felt

it

Teachers were very
education

practise

in

for

the

problell.-

Also most of the teachers felt that art uniquely

contributes to the total education of ,students.

A large

majority of teachers agreed that art education was important
in promoting cognitive learning; however only slightly less

than half could rank it as equal in importance to mathematics
and English for the students' overall education.

Many teachers disagreed with the notion ttat art was only
valuable for students who had innate artistic abilities, and
more than two-thirds disagreed that doing art was mainly a
form of recreation and relaxation.

Finally it appears that

most teachers supported the inclusion of art education as
important to students' education, since only few saw it as an
educational frill, and fewer still saw it as a waste of school
funds.
Overall, the results seem to indicate that teachers held
a high

r~gard

for art. education.

Nevertheless the views that

it does not rank as highly as mathematics and English and that
almost one third of the teachers consider it mainly a form of
recreation and relaxation are deserving ot further inquiry.
When asked which of the nine statements bebt reflected
their opinion of art ftducation, sensitivity training and art

'6

education's contribution to the total education of students
were clearly the two categories most frequently selected by
teachers (Table 9).

The opinions which least represented the

teachers' viAwa on art education were that art instruction was
an educational frill and that spending on art education was a
waste of school funds (Table 10).

Table 9

Opinions Most Reflecting Teachers' VieW's on Art Education

Statements

Provides opportunities/self-expression

Frequency

33

39

Develops self-image

Table 10

Opinions Least Reflecting Teachers' Views on Art Education

Statements

Frequency

Benefits students with innate artistic
11

ability
Mainly a form of recreation and relaxation
An educational frill

21

25

A waste of school funds

36

43

B7

re.cbers' PartlcipptioD b. Art activitl••
Teachers vera asked how often they participated in a

variety of art-related activities such as: visiting an art
gallery, auseum or studio (art places); reading art books or
magnines; discussing art with artists; and purchasing art
works done by professional artists.
As can be seen in Table 11, it appears that a majority of
teachers were seldom involved in visiting art places and
discussing art with artists.

More than one third of teachers

seldom went to art places in the past year, and an equal
percent

had never been at all,

while nearly half of the

teachers seldom discussed art and more than one third
talked about it.

never

Overall this suggests minimal interaction

between art teachers and the art community.

The majority of

teachers seldom read art literature during: the year.

Very few

of the teachers met with artists to discuss art, and hardly
any teachers bought art done by professional artists.

The low

rates of participation in art-related activities may reflect
the lack of availability of art resources in their communities.
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Tabl. 11

Respondent..· participation in Art_Related Activitie.

Frequently

Seldom

Total

Visiting art places

19

18

91*

Reading art literature

40

60

100

Discussing art with artist

92

100

Buying art

96

98*

Activities

*Percentage less than 100% indicates missing data

Frequently - 5 times OJ: more a year
Seldom"" 0 to 4 times a year

Draft Provincial Art CurriculWII Guide For Grades 7« 8 and 9

Teachers were askad to indicate which t.:urriculum guides
were being used in their schools.

Almost two-thirds of the

teachers were using the Draft Provincial Art Curriculum Guide

For Grades 7« 8 and 9, while some were using school board
guides or were using both guides (Table 12).

8.
Table 12
Art Quid.. U••d by 7••cb.r.

Art Guides

Percentage

N ". 84

Draft Provincial Guide

(1)

School Board Guide (2)

11

,.

13

,.

.2

52

Other Resources (3)
(1) and (3)
(1) and (2)
(2) and (3)

(1), (2) and (3)

When asked

whether the teachers had a

copy of the

provincial guide, almost all teachers responded positively.
Sixty-three percent ot the teachers reported that they had
discussed the implell'lentation of the curri.culum in the guide
As

well, GU ot

to occasional workshops

or training

with an art specialist or art coordinator.
teachers

had aeCBse

sessions which discussed itRplementation.

Availability of the

guide did not appear to be a problem: however, the overall
lack of art training for many of the teachers might have posed
a

seriolls

limitation on their ability

to

implement the

curriculum AS outlined in the guide.
As can been seen trom Table 13, b'lOre than two thirds of

90

teachers thought that the language used in the guide
clear, while slightly less than that number felt that the art
concepts

were

well

explained,

suggesting

that

for

most

teachers clarity was not a problem.

Table 13

Clarity of the Guide

Yes

No

Other

Totalw

Clarity in Explaining Areas

Language

68

26

95

Art Concepts

64

27

92

·Percentage totalling less than 100' indicates missing data

Almost two thirds of the teachers used the provincial
guide at least monthly. while slightly less than half used it

at least weekly.

It was surprising to learn that almost one

third reported that they had hardly ever used the guide;
instead they relied on other or their own resources

for

teaching art.

Teachers were asked for their opinions about how useful
they found the provincial guide in implementing the seven
areas of curriculum as follows:
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1.

learning art concepts for teaching;

2.

initiating class discussion for visual analysis;

3.

planning a sequence of lessons within grades.

4.

developing a sequence between grades 7 to 9;

5.

acquiring a vocabulary for understanding and

communicating art terms and concepts;
6.

developing skills and techniques in art production;

7.

and learning criteria for evaluation of students'
growth and development in art skills and production.

Overall it appears that the majority of teachers did find
the guide useful,

to some degree,

curriculum implementation.

in all

seven areas of

As can be seen from Table 14,

there is a relatively large amount of missing data in response
to every question, suggesting eitbel" Buperficial use of the
guide by the teachers, a lack of understanding of the guide
or, possibly, a lack of understanding of the survey questions.
Where the guide seemed to be least useful was in helping
teachers to develop art skills and to acquire criteria for
evaluating students' performance.
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Table 16
Re.pondenta· Perceived U••fulne.s of the Guide

Content Area

very

Somewhat

Useful

Useful

Not

useful

Total

,.

79

Learning art concepts

II

62

Class discussion

17

54

12

Lesson sequencing

18

48

16

Grade sequencing

18

49

13

13

61

72

8.

vocabulary for terms
and concepts

81

Developing art skills

61

17

82

Criteria for evaluat.ion

57

19

81

*Percentages totalling less than 100\ indicate missing data

Material and HUBlBD R.sourc••
Teachers

were

asked

about

the

availability

of

art

resources in the school and/or community, including:
1.

2.

the provision of a.rt books;
the existence of suitable facilities for teaching

art:
3.

the adequacy of supplies and equipUlent;

.3
4.

the presence of art gaUeries and studios in their
cOllDlunity;

5.

the display of art in their lJchoole.

The results indicate the teachers' perceptions of the extent
of resources both in the school and in the community which

m.ight be supportive of the implementation of art programs.
As

can be seen trom Table IS, only hal! of the teachers

indicated that the art books mentioned in the guide were
available

in

their

schools.

However a

large

number of

teachers stated that there were other relevant books availabl~,

suggesting that a majority of teachers were using art

books other than those mentioned in the guide.
Table 15

Material Resource. for Art Curdelll. laole.nt.tioD

Yea

No

Total'"

Resource Availability

Books mentioned in the guide

50

3.

8.

other art books

75

23

.8

••

Suitable facilities

38

61

Sufficient supplies and equipment

54

45

Gallerias and studios

••

30

68

.8

Art displayed in school

21

76

.7

*Percentages totalling less than 100\ indicates missing data
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Almost two thirds of the teachers indicated that the room
in which they taught art was unsuitable for implementing the
program.

This could place serious environmental constraints

on a significant number of teachers charged with the implementation of art curriculum.

A further limitation might be

imposed by the perceived lack of adequate art materials, since
only slightly more than half of respondents thought supplies
and equipment

were

sufficient

to

implement

the

program.

opportunities for visual appreciation of the arts also seemed
to be lacking, since few teachers had art displayed in their

schools and slightly less than one third of the teachers knew
of art galleries or studios in their communities open to
teachers and students.
On the whole there appeared to be few resources in the
schools and communities to assist teachers in the implementation of the art curriculum as outlined in the guide.

The

constraints imposed by the lack of adequate school resources,
facilities and supplies may explain the relatively low number
of teachers who used the guide, since they believe that they
could not implement the suggestions contained therein.
perceived scarcity of community art res( Jrces

The

(galleries,

museums and artist studios) available to the teachers and
students may pose a furthe'r limitation on the supports which
could enhance art education. Three quarters of the teachers
were aware of other art books not mentioned in the guide.
preparation time, number of classes and the suitability
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of clas8 scheduling for teaching art may affect the degree of
implementation of

an art program.

AS shown in Table 16

slightly less than _one third of teachers believed that they

had enough time to prepare adequately for teaching the IIrt
program. Only half of teachers felt that they had sufficient

time in the schedule to impl":lment the program.

Almost two-

thirds however found that the times scheduled tor teaching art

were suitable.

If teachers per:::eived that there was a lack of

adequate preparation and teaching time,

this could clearly

have acted as a further impediment to implementation of the

art program.

Tabl. 16

Ti_ to I_ple.Dt Art CurriculWl

Yes

No

Total*

Time Factor

Adequate preparation time

32

o.

Sufficient teaching time

50

49

99

Suitable timetabling

••

32

9.

9.

"'Percentages totalling less than 100\ indicates missing data

Teachers
coordinators,

were

asked

other

teachers,

how

important
parents,

principals,

school

"

art

and pUblic

librarians, local artists and other people were in supporting
the art program in their schools.

As can be seen from Table

17, teachers felt most strongly about the roles of the art
coordinator and the principal;

nearly half of the teachers

felt that "thes... two categories of human resources were very

important in supporting the art pr09ram.
still

a

factor,

appeared

to

be

the

Less prominent, but
influence

of

their

colleagues, as nearly one third of the teachers thought that
other teachers were very important to implementation.

The

apparent absence of local artists, with one quarter of the
teachers having indicated they were not available, and the
large amount of missing data perhaps suggest either a lack of
knOWledge about the presence of artists in the community or
that there were in fact few artists available to them.
The fact that less than one third of

":~achers

thought

that interaction with artists was important to the art program
may be a further reflection on the absence of artists or their
lack of involvement with the schaab.

Perhaps if more artists

were available to schools they would come to be seen as an
important human resource.

'7
'J'able 17
!\1aaD . . .ourc•• for Art CurriC'ul . . I.pl. . .a.taUon

Human Resources

very

Somewhat

Not

Not

Irnpt.

Impt.

Impt.

Avail.

17

Principal

41

Art Coordinator

43

Other Teachers

30

Parents

10

,. ,.

School Librarian

10

37

Public Librarian
Local Artist{s)

12

'2
31

Total

,.

100
14

'2
.7

17

.,

33

33

17

,.

13

2.

23

3.

"

93

B7
85

Other(s)

1tpercentages totalling less than lOOt indicate missing data

The data presented here frOOl the results of the survey
may be further explained and interpreted through clarification
of factors identified by the two art teachers who participated
in the in-depth interviews.

The interview findings might help

to cross-validate the importance of some of the educational

factors identified in the survey which may be pertinent to the
use of the guide in the implementation of the art curriculum.

.,
Analysis of the Interview Dat.

The two teachers interviewed, orl and T2, were asked to
talk about their perceptionb of the usefulness and practicality of the Draft Provincial Art Curriculum Guide for Grades
~

and the implications of their observations for the

implementation
schools.

of

the

art

program in

their

classes

and

Also included in the analysis erA their percepti?ns

of the importance of art education, and the extent to

~lhich

art programs are supported by material, temporal and human
resources.

These factors are explored as part of an overall

review of elements which may contribute to the degree of
curriculum implementation as outlined in the guide.

Backgroupd Information OD Tl and '1'2
'1'1' s only experience in art was durillg his own junior
high school education.

Tl was assigned to teach art within an

integrated Grade 8 class.

He

also taught several other

SUbjects. In his opinion, the students in rc-rade 8 (in his
school) did not hold a high regard for art.

Tl reported a

commonly held view by Grade 8 students in his sC:lool, "We
participate in sport, not art or choir."

There was a weekend

art class run by a volunteer teacher (interested in art but
not a specialist), and Tl observed that many of the students
who attended her class were from the lower grades.
T2, as an art specialist. taught mainly art classes in

••
Grades 7, Band 9.

He had also previously taught art at the

high school level.

He had six classes of Grade 7 students

with approximately forty students in each class; six classes
of Grade B studall',", with approximately of twenty students in
each class; and five classes of Grade 9 with approximately 20
students in each class. His other relevant experience included
participation in previous years on the art curriculum develop-

ment committee.

over three years,
Teacher,

The art program in T2's school was spread

from Grades 7 to 9.

whose program also spread

T2 and the Music

over three

years

ran

adjacent to the art- program on the timetable, decided to team
up to split their programs i<1to the music and art streams at
Grade 8 inDtead of the Grade 9 level.

They obtained per-

mission from the School Board to do this.

T2 t' . ught that

splitting at the Grade 8 level was good in that it provided
better organization and presentation of the course, and more
interaction with students was possible because the groups were
smaller (half of the group of 40 went to music and half to
art).
To facilitate the explanation and clarification of the
survey results, the description and analysis of TI' sand T2's
observations on art education is organized according to the
different sections "f the questionnaire.

The I_port.nce of Art Education
TI found it difficult to explain the educational benefits
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of the art progran. and made some suggestions like, "let the
students create 1 let them work together;

let them express

themaslves through art ••• "
Tl believed that art is as important as other sUbjects

like mathematics and English for

the Grade a

level.

He

suggested that at that level the students are integrating and
consolidating what was

learned in Grades 5,

6 and

7.

Tl

thought that at the Grade 8 level there should not be an
overemphasis on intellectual activity,

rather the students

should be exposed to as many subject areas as possible in
order to help them make a choice about future course selection.

He also viewed art as a social opportunity for the

students to work together before they moved into Grade 9 and
selected the different courses and programs they would like to
take.

Some students, he suggested, would continue to take art

since it was more important to them. Therefore he felt that it
was necessary to continue to offer art in higher grades.
Furthermore, because his students had a high overall
average score, sOUle of them over a 90\ average, TI thought
that the students 2hould have time

~to

play with art" as a

form of recreation and relaxation which could relieve SOUle of
the pressures associated with achievement in some of the "more
serious" sUbjects.

While TI believed that art is an important

part of the total education of the students, he would appear
to reflect a view shared by many teachers in the survey that
art also, if only partially, serves a more re::reational and
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relaxation function.

The guiCle shares that view:

it states

that "Studio work provides relief from academic pursuits in
art and in other sUbject areaa

(Draft Provincial Art Curricu-

N

lum Guide for Grades ' . 8 and 9,1986, p. 6).

T2 believes

art is basic to education and should be

taught right from kindergarten.

He expressed the view that:

•.. the manual skills and thinking skills that the
students get in the art program are im.portant to

develop because the experience gained will make the
learning and production in other subject areas much
more meaningful, enjoyable and fulfilling.

In this way T2 seemed
enhancing

other

to reflect

subject areas.

a

view of

art as

T2 thought that the art

program provided this enhancing experience which students do
not get in the other programs.
transferable.

T2 believes that skills are

Be stated:

Whatever skills they can develop in the art room
will

help them along

the line in

other

areas,

because in education there is an overlapping in
different areas although we put things in different
slots that we call math. and science.

I think that

art is one of the basic ones that can help good
concept development and can develop good manual
dexterity as well.
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T2 thought that art education made a unique contribution

it enhanced students'

sinc$

visual

appreciation.

As an

example, he stated:
When one is painting a landscape, one is looking at
the sky to appreciate whether i t is a foggy misty
day or whether it is

!l.

bright sunny day.

What the

etudents will notice is not brought out in other
subject areas.
Tl and T2 believed that art education is important in
promoting self-expression.

Tl was of the opinion that .....

art is what results when a human being expresses himaelf/
herself; the result can be emotional or it can be anything."
Tl went on to talk about the way flowers were laid out in his
garden:

When I

am out in the garden planting flowers,

I

stand back and think about how it should be organ-

ized.

To me that is art.

It is an outward expres-

sion of my feeling. Everything that "makes me" is
laid out in the flower bed·-that's me.
T2 went even further with this aspect of art

as an

opportunity for self-expression and saw art as applying to all
areas of a student's life, inclUding what they wore, what they
saw in the media and how they viewed diagrams in textbooks.
Both Tl and T2 appeared to clarify and support th.e almost
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unanimous view of art teachers in the survey that art education is

an important element of a student· s

education in

providing opportunities for salt-expression.

Prior Training To ueing Tbe Guide

Tl as well as 12 used the Draft provincial Art curriculum
Guide for Grades 7, 8 and 9 as the only official reSO\lrCe for

their implementation of art programs.
Perhaps not unlike the 61\ of the respondents of the

survey who taught art because it was assigned to them and not
because they chose the area, Tl was given a copy of the guide
and told that he had to teach art.

He reflected back on the

experience:
I had no prior instruction in art.
know where to start.

I dido' t really

I tried to do the drawing

module which is the first unit in the Guide.
did

not

mean a

thing to me.

That

The Introduction

Section did not help me much either.

There was no

way to proceed or to make a start •••

I

was not

even informed about the teaChing time required for
art and later found this out from a colleague who
infomed me that it would be an hour for an eightday cycle.
Tl • s introduction to teaChing art mayor may not be
typical

of how other teachers were prepared to teach the
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sUbject.
enced

If the guide is to be a resource for such inexperi-

art

teachers

who otherwise may

also

have

limited

materials, space, time or human resources available to them,
it may well have an important, if not crucial, role to play in
aiding

teachers

with

limited

art

backgrounds

in

the

implementation of the art curriculum.
T1 initially tried to carefully follow the guide step by
step.

T2 however does not use it that often because, as he

said,

he

adopted

a

different

approach

to

teaching

art,

especially in the area of concepts and skills development as

will be described later.

Usefulness of the Ouide
T2 found the guide useful in helping him structure his
art program into specific areas--drawlng, painting, print-

making and sculpture--for exploration and development.

He

took into consideration his own experience, the facilities he
has available, and he plans according to constraints on his
time and the number of students in his classes.

He found the

guide's philosophy of a "hands-on" studio approach and the
stress on skill and concept development ( matched his
approach).

own

It was his belief that "to be a good artist one

also needs to be a good mechanic.

One cannot produce some-

thing no matter how good one's ideas are if one cannot handle
the materials."

10'

CODcepts and ,kill•.

T2 tauljh.t

the mechanics of using art materials first

before teaching the concepts.

He felt that this

approach

helped him to develop concepts and skills within the time
constraints.

He also felt that getting the students involved

in doing art was a faator in avoiding discipline problems in
the classroom.
Tl did not find that the guide's objectives were clearly
stated.

He felt that it needed a great deal of "reading out

and into it."

At the beginning of his experience in teaching

art, Tl tried to closely follow the guide's objectives.

For

example, in the drawing module, he taught a little theory and
adopted one of the suggested activities using various techniques to illustrate the theory,

but he found it difficult.

However. he thought that the guide did lead him, .. i.n a small
way," through 1.ine, shape, texture, va1.ue and shading; but in
order to organi.ze his lesson, he has had to combine what he
learned from workshops with what is in the guide.
Tl's discomfort in teaching art had a lot to do with his
lack of

famili.arity

with

the concepts Ilnd

terms

used

in

describing methods with which he had not had much experience.
Perhaps this is best reflected in Tl' s overriding and frank
comment that, when teaching art, unlike when he is teaching
other sUbjects. he does not know what he is doing.

He stated

that he used to feel the same way about teaching religion
until he received a

"good" text book.

He believes he would
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enjoy teaching art if he had better directions on how to teach
it more effectively.

o-velopiaq .rt akilb.
Only S\ of teacher respondents in the survey felt that

the guide was very useful for the developm.ent of instructional
art skills in the teachers.

While T2 stated that he has been

able to make effective use of the guide, it must be remembered
that as an art specialist with a major in Art Education, he is
representative of only

611;

Tl ' s

be more

experivnce Illay

of the sample of survey respondents.
typical

of the majority

of

teachers who Ilre look.ing to the guide for the development of
their art skills for instructional uses.

The fact that T2

found the guide very useful may be an indication of the level
of understanding and expertise required to make effective USB
of the guide.

Class discussion with the u •• of _li98.
The guide offers sets of visual slides with suggestions
for stimUlating discussion of art concepts.

Again a small

percent (17\) of the survey teachers found the guide'fl section
on using slides very useful in facilitating class discussion
of art.

A strong "somewhat useful" response (54') lind

Ii

large

amount of missinq data (IS') may indicate some uncertainty
about the slides' usefulness in prOlllOtinq clasBroom discussion.
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Tl tried to use the guide to help with discussing art but
found that the guide was not very helpful.

The difficulties

he experienced are reflected in his comments I
The slides were suggesting things, and I felt like

a student--which is the way it should be because of
my limited background--but I did not go anywhere
because there was no Olle there to lead the instruction or guide the discussion.
to ask.

I did not knoW' what

I did not like the experience with using

the slides, and so I did not use them this year.
He went on to say:

It is like teaching a book you did not read, I did
not know anything about it and did not knoW' what I

was talking about; for example, knowing the meaning
of "value."

I

looked at the slides--what am I

supposed to say to the students?
there?

See dark t..nd

example:
square

light~?

the kids will say,
or

smooth"--what can

~Do

you see value

I give you one more
"this is round
I

add?

"What

is

round"?
T2 also found using the slides problematic.

He did not

use all the slides because he found some of them "not applicable for his students--too philosophical and too far out for
students to catch on."

Although he did not use them all, he
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felt that some of the slides could be integrated with the
slides which he designed himself.

T2 did not always discuss art or IllOtivate students with
the slides or visuals.

8e thought discussion and analysis of

art could take a long time

a~d

he noted that:

oepending on the grade level, it is very difficult

tor 20 or 40 students to be absorbed in a class
discussion

on

oil

period of time.

number of

les.ons over a

long

The students without haVing done

the practical work do not realise the proceu that
has gone into developing the applied concepts and
skills, and therefore cannot appreciate what they
are seeing.
T2 howaver looked at other people'll art where it wall
appropriate in the syllabus.
cartoons in Grade 8,

Por example,

when he taught

the students looked at Lynn Johnson'lI

works, saw a film about her work, and looked at some of her
books of cartoons prior to doing their own art.

T2 thought

this approach was necessary to provide a direct connection
between process and outcomes.

He telt that the students had

to study the artist' B works first in order to appreciate and
understand what had gone into them.
'12 also mentioned that the inexperienced art teachers he
talked to at the Newfoundland Teachers' ABlociation (N.T.A.)
Annual Art Conference expressed difficulty

"lith usinq

the
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slides. He reflected on their experiences by observing that,
"Lacking knowledge in art they indicated that they are not
comfortable with using the slides and therefore do not tend to
use them with the studen'CS. n
These critical comments of Tl and '1'2 highlight the

difficulties with using the slides in class discussion and may
further

illustrate

the

previously

stated

problems

with

interpreting the "aomewhat useful" category of the teachers'
responses in the survey.

EValuation.
When asked about the usefulness of the guide for evalu-

ating art learning, only 5\ found it very useful, 57% somewhat
useful, 19' not useful and 19' missing data.

The difficulties

in interpreting the somewhat useful category for evaluation
may be overcome by the explanations offered in the teacher
interviews.
T2 did not have any problem with the evaluation section
of the guide, mainly because he had worked in the evaluation
area for so long that it was "second nature" to hm.

He

agreed with the section in the guide about evaluation.

T2

however envisaged difficulties on the part of inexperienced
teachers in using this section.

He noted:

This section has got nice big broad guidelines but
it doesn't tell the teachers specifically what to
look for.

In this way inexperienced art teachers
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would not know what to look for in a painting; what
skills the students should have; how they should
develop; how they should use the equipment and so
on .•• The problem always comes back to experience.
and

without

program

a

would

doubt,

be

a

given

quality

by

an

art

education

experienced

art

teacher using the guide.
T2 thought that inexperienced teachers would also have
difficulty in identifying examples of creativity.

If students

do something different the teacher may dismiss i t because it
is not exactly what he/she wanted them to do.

They may not

see, and therefore neglect to acknowledge and reinforce, the

creativity.
Tl did not find the section on evaluation in the guide

very useful.

Ke found evaluation som.ewhat problematic because

he did not know what he should be assessing since he was not
familiar with evaluation criteria for art.

He was therefore

not sure whether his students were getting anything out of the
This problem of evaluation was often discussed

program.

between Tl and the other Grade 8 teacher.

They had similar

problems at art workshops in understanding the evaluation
criteria.

When the art specialist showed examples of "good"

works done by her students, he and the other teachers could
not see what made the work good.
Tl believes that art is ambiguous and he was not sure
whether

his

students

had

learned

anything

from

his

art
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lessons.

He felt he could only evaluate a student on techni-

cal skills, like how to hold a pencil, on how to roll the ink

or even on how to clean the

brush~-mechanical techniques

Tl had learned in the workshops.

that

Lacking criteria to judge

the students' performance in art, he could not grade art like
the other sUbjects he taught.
Tl also found testing in art a problem because, in his
opinion, tests are administered on sUbjects that the students
answer verbally.

He did not think, therefore, a test was the

correct way to evaluate, for example, "drawing value."
Tl stated, "It may be that we cop out because art is, to
us, simply something that students are involved in, and we
don't actually give it a grade."

TI thought that art should

be evaluated "perhaps by seeing what the students are putting
into their work and what they appear to be getting out of it.,
irrespective of other objectives or criteria."
TI

added that in

other

subjects,

he would question

whether the concept5 ware understood by the students or he
would assess whAt he was doing, but in art he did not find Any
criteria in the guide for eVAluation.
TI recognized that he did not know the criteria upon
which to jUdge what is good or bad art work when he said, "I
cannot evall1ate if this painting is better than the one a
student did last week ••• There is no way I am going to tell
the students (or even know how to tell them) whether it is
right

or wrong,

or if

it is

a good or a

bad

job."

The
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evaluation system of the school is based on :lttaining objectives and the students' grades reflect the degree that objectives are being met.

TI's objective was getting the students

involved in doio; art.

lie

evalu~ted

students' performance in

art based on their degree of involvement.

Nobody failed in

hit:" school because projects were evaluated on an individual

basis, that ls, "according to each student's ability."

He

felt very satisfied with his teaching when the students worked
hard and were very involved in what they were doing.

Tl

stated that "after a couple of workshops and a year's experi-

ence in teaching art, I have a good enough sense to be able to
tell by looking at the students sitting there saying, • I am
enjoying it or this is trash'."

Tl believed that the students

took their art classes seriously; not just as at' opportunity
for "free time."
T2 evaluated his own art program by looking at the guide
and making sure that he had covered the areas mentioned in it.
He

constantly checked whether he was giving the students a

quality art program. within the time, monetary and physical
space restrictions set by the school Board.

On the whole T2

felt very happy with what he was doing although he felt that
some areas could be improved if he had more teaching time.

sequencing of art instruction:

grades 7 to 9.

According to '1'2, the guide does not say specifically what
the teachers should do in each grade except that the four
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areas--drawing, painting, printmaking and sculpture--should be
eXFlored during Grades 7 to 9.

T2, however, did not really

think that this lack of specific direction in sequencing was
a weakness because of the many variables involved in the art
program.

He explained that,

Much depends on the school situation etnd teachers'
qualifi-=ations and experience.

Furthermore not all

schools offer art over three years.

Some schools

offer it for only one year and others for
years.

Also the time allotted

two

for art in each

school is not the same.
For these reasons, T2 thought that the guide could not be too
specific.

He elaborated:

Students coming from elementary and other schools
to

Grade

7 have di ~ferent types of

skills

and

abilities and one can find a variety of abilities
within c..ne group from one school.

Therefore when

students come in at a Grade 7 level, the teachers
are working with a real hodgepodge both in past
experience, attitude and ability level because they
are not streamed in each homeroom.

There is no

continuity from elementary to Grade 7 and from one
school to another.

Given the varying backgrounds

of students, the guide has to be flexible.

Anyone

particular emphasis in the guide may not be effect-
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ive for all students who have had such a mix of
experiences and education in art.
T2 explained that the same lack of continuity applies
from Junior High to Senior H1gh School:
Though students in Junior High are supposed to be

exposed

to

somewhere,
Also

not

the

four

areas

it does

not

specified

is

in

the

specifically
what

the

art

program

say where.

students

have

achieved in those four units in that particular
time.

The Senior 81gh School Course Art 1000 at

Grade 10 level is designed as an Introduction to

the

art program.

The art teachers giving that

course get students who have a wide diversity of
abilities and experience in that group; it is also
possible that the art teachers get students who do
not have any art background at all and need to be
trained from the beginning_
As there is an overlap of both concepts and skills education
within the four separate areas, T2 planned art activities that
would lead from one area to the next; for example, teaching
drawing before painting_
Tl, who taught art in Grade 8 only, also observed that
the guide was not clear on sequencing information and was
lacking in specifics on what to teach in each grade _

He has

often had discussions on the sequencing of art instruction
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with the other grade 8 teacher.

Together they decided that

they would sequence art instruction for the various grade
levels in the same way they sequenced instruction in the
decimal system, with classes getting more detailed as the
grades got higher.
Results from the survey revealed that 18\ of teachers

considered

the

guide

very

useful

for

lesson

and

grade

sequencing, while approximately 48% saw it as somewhat useful.

With 20\ of the data missing, it is difficult to conclude that
the guide is particularly helpful for sequencing, given that

there

is

no

specific mention

sequence of lessons or grades.

of methods

for

planning

a

Also, teachers may interpret

sequencing to mean, for example, drawing before painting, as
T2 did.

The issue of sequencing from grade level to grade

lev'!l was not addressed in the guide.

Perhaps the teachers

found it helpful to have the different areas of drawing,
painting, printmaking and SCUlpture listed so that they could
decide among themselves which sequence to follow within these
areas, was appropriate for Grades 7 through 9.

But given the

lack of training of most teachers responsible for art,

it

seems unlikely that they would be aided very much by the
information presented, in planning a sequence of lessons or
grades.

Planning over a

sequence of

grades

is

further

complicated by the inconsistent offering, and sometimes even
the complete absence of, art classes in Grades 1 through 9.
Tl

describe~·.

his

own

experience

with

this

lack

of
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continuity.

He remembered his own school environment when he

was taught art.

Tl specifically recalled the time he spent on

a. soapstone carving.

It took him three months to complete it.

His carving along with the other works produced by his school
were displayed in the library at Memorial university.

He

remembered going there one day and was very delighted to see
his work displayed.

He found art enjoyable;

however when

asked why he didn't carryon doing art given his satisfying
experience, the reply was that "art was not offered at grade
S level.

The teacher was gone and that was itl You know the

way it is. I t very much depends on who is in the schooL"

Human Resources and COIUlunity support

T1 and T2 were not asked specifically how important the
human and material resources were to implementing their art
programs; however, when asked how they thought art was ranked
with other subjects, both teachers felt that the administration would not consider art high in priority.

Tl's comment

Art is considered a regular part of the general
school

curriculum,

but

it

is

not

given

high

priority on the general overall timetable schedule.
In

an

8-day cycle,

art

is

given

two

30-minute

p€:dods (or 1 hour in a a-day cycle) as compared to
1 1/2

hours for religioni' 7 hours for language

arts, 7 1/2 hours for French.

According to the new
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Junior High Program, more time should be given to
art and woodworking.
other subject

Compared to time allotted to

areas,

one

can

see

that

art

is

regarded as outside of the core curriculum.
Tl thought that the administration would rate mathematics
and language arts highest in importance.

Art and music would

probably be considered least important.

Physical education

and French are also more heavily emphasized than art education.

Although T2 could not be aura,

he thought that his

students would not rank art education very highly. because
they tended to look at things

~vocation-W'ise"

art as relevant to their future work.

and did not see

T2 thought that in

Newfoundland art is still mainly looked upon as a hobby and
not as professional work.

Because there are few job

opport~

unities for people who are trained in art, T2 thought that it
was hard to give the subject equal emphasis.

He therefore

believed that career counsellors would probably rank art low
on the scale.

He also thought that his teaching colleagues

would probably not rank _lrt high on the scale because many of
them had little art training, and they were not familiar with
what went on in his classroom.

He was not sure whether they

would see any benefit to taking art.

School support.
Although money was in the bUdget for art programs, Tl
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felt that he and his colleague did not request it,
• •• because we do not know what we need.

We Bee

the things mentioned in the guide but we are not
really sure about how to use theIR.
that we

The workshops

attended bave helped us to understand

better what might be needed and financial support
can be obtained easily from th9 principal i f 80
required.

Board BUpport.

In '1'1'8 connunity the Board sponsors a bil} o:rt sholt every
Spring at the local Shopping Mall where it exhibits art works
done by students frOlll Kindergarten to 12.

'1'1 thought some of

the work done by older students was impressive.

This display

helps to broaden the cOIllmunity's awarenen of art.

He

believed that the Board had started to put more emphasis on

art in recent yeus.
It is only four or five yean 4g0 that it began
putting on the huge display of art every year.
Board

also

actually

hired

full

The
time

professionally trained art teacher for the local
high schooL

That teacher is used as a resource

person in other areas of the Board. The Board has a
coordinator who is partially responsible for art.
There is no professionally trained art teacher in
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the elementary or primary schools.

Art .oed.Ust.

Tl believed that the art specialist is of great help to
the art teachers in his school.

He found that the specialist

has been indispensable, and without that person's help it
would have been more difficult, if not impossible, to understand many of the assignments in the guide.
Tl reported that,
When a workshop is needed the art specialist is
given a day off to conduct it.
the

co~nrdinator

The specialist and

plan the workshop and call in the

teachers into the Board.

There may be 25 teachers

in the workshop.
Tl attended the workshops planned for the Grade 7. Band 9
teachers.

They offered hands-on experience, "hands with ink

up to the armpits,"

Tl was very pleased to hear from the art

specialist that the former students of Tl and his colleague,
whom she was teaching this current year, seemed to be better
in art.

Tl's happy COlM\ent was, "We must be doing something

right. "

The art co-ordinator.

The co-ordinator responsible for art visits '1'1' s school
regularly to determine whether teachers require help~

He
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arranges workshops when he sees that there is a need.

The co-

ordinator arranges, with the art specialist, workshops wblct,
cover the four areas mentioned in the guide.

Tl pointed out:

"the teachers complain among themselves about the problems
regarding teaching what is in the guide but they have not had

the chance to address these problems in writing or to discuss
them with the co-ordinator."

This suggests that, at least for

some teachers, there are not enough workshops to deal with
implementation problems despite the co-ordinators' regular
visits.
T2

understands

that

appointed in his Board.

a

new Art

However,

Coordinator

has

been

he has not met him/her;

neither has he received any communication.

preparation tim.e.
It .....as clear from the survey results that less than one
third of the teachers (32\) felt that they had sufficient time
to prepare for art classes.
Because of his limited knowledge of art,
difficul~:

Tl found it

to plan art lessons, therefore they took a lot of

time from his day.

He did not think he could afford to take

a half hour to prepare for one hour's class work, especially
when there is a lot to do in his normal work day, such as
correcting and planning

l"880ns

for other sUbjects.

He

therefore felt that he should find a faster .....ay to prepare art
lessons.

Tl indicated that he also has a family life and that
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he found he could not be up till 11:00 every night doing class
preparation.

He indicated that some subjects like social

studies and mathematics took less planning time than art.

Tl

stated:
I feel I am two people

whe~l

I teach art. I can say

that in some ....eeks when I find it so difficult to
prepare (I always prepare ahead exactly what it is
that I want the students to do) that I
hesitant to get the lesson started.
I

feel very

However, once

get the lesson going,

I always stand back and

say, this is going welL

They are loving it and I

should really make sure that I do this every week;
but when next week rolls around, and when something
happens, I would say let us go on till next week.
T2 made no mention of difficulties with having sufficient

preparation time for art classes.

His experience and back-

ground knowledge in art might help to explain this.

The

structured approach he adopted requires specific instructions.
The students are given information sheets regarding their
assignments and what they are expected to cover in terms of
concepts, teChniques and materials.

As a specialist who has

been teaching art for several years, his lessons were prepared
in detail.

However he did seem to be very concerned about

insufficient time to implement the program.

For example, in

the case of discussing Lynn Johnson's works,

T2 outlined the
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time and class periods he would take to complete the project.
Be stated:
It takes a whole lesson to explain what her style
is, where she gets her ideas from and to look at
the film; then it takes another 1es80n to point out
the drawing techniques that she uses or any cartoon
artist uses.
one

cycle

Such an exercise would probably take

out

of

36

(or

even

may

be

only

30

allotted for the whole school year considering time
taken

off

for

exams.,

snowstorms,

assemblies,

furnace trouble and fire drills).

It is all a

question of time ". it is not an appropriate use
of time to get into discussion and analysis too
heavily with inexperienced students when time is
better spent with a hands-on approach.

Approaches to 'reaching Art

As mentioned earlier, Tl organized his lessons from what
he learned in the workshops combined with what he gained from
the guide.

His objectives for "student involvement" in the

art lesson were not written down and given to the art students
as was done with his other courses.
apologetic when he added,

"I

He

sounded almost

have not formalized the art

course. "
However, Tl felt his instructional development background
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helped hiro to recognize and understand when his

students

lacked confidence in doing art and needed direction to know
what they .....ere supposed to do.

Tl tried to encourage the

students to help dispel their fears of doing poorly in art by
giving direction on applying techniques such as how to hold
and use a pencil when drawing and rolling the ink.

These are

techniques he learned from participating in the workshops
concerned with implementation of the curriculum contained in
the guide.

T! did not really know where to start in teaching the art
program.

During his first year of teaching, he tried to use

the guide to help studants with discussing art but personally

found the experience uncomfortable.
the principles and elementl'l of design.

He tried to understand
During the year of the

interview '1'1 's emphasis in his approach to teaching was on
"making" art.
As mentioned earlier, T2 took a different instructional
approach from the one advocated in the guide.

Be first taught

thE! mechanics of using art materials and supplies before
concentrating on the concepts.

T2 stated that "this is not a

materials-based approach, but is founded on his belief that
'unless the students can handle the different media they will
not be able to develop the concepts because they do not know
where to start' ."

He believed that his approach to developing

the ability to handle materials would prevent students from
getting too frustrated at the beginning.

He further believed

12.
that his approach was useful in ensuring that an art project
involved a concept and a material or a style of art.
aiJled at cOllpletion of
specified tiDe limit.

Because of limited class

convinced that it vas necessary for the

exactly what

thp~

He also

a project or 4s8igIUllent within a
t~,

T2 was

students to know

should be doing at a particular time in

order to keep to the schedule of each project.

As part of his

more structured approach to teaching art, T2 provided all the
students with information sheets with technical terms, the
concepts to be learned, and what was to be included in the
assignment.

The information sheets were kept in

an exercise

book, to which the students added their illustrations.

Using

this integrated approach, T2 felt that,
In their little exercise books, which are called
portfolios, the students deftlOnstrate their learning
about the concepts, the techniques they have used
and their faailiarity with the equipment through
the art work they have produced frOJll whichever area
they are working in.
T2 realized

that

there might be a

problem with his

approach. I t might not alloW' students time to find their own
ways to solve problems or to get familiar with materials;
nevertheless with his more structured approach he believed
th4t there was a greater likelihood that the student8 would
get a bigger overall picture, thus allowin{' them to learn
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about more concepts and materials W'ith less frustration.
more controlled approach,
problems with

This

he thought would also mean less

discipline.

T2

felt

that

a

learning and

developing structure worked best in his situation considering
the students, the time available and the facility restricticns
he has had to work with.
T2 took the integrated and more structured approach to
teaching art, instead of dividing each lesson into sections as
suggested in the guide.

The guide recommends

discussing

slides, their themes or subject matter, the use of media and
technique in production and lastly discussing the students'

work.
T2 felt that "the discussion of art work normally goes on
in their work stations.

If the students were impressed with

somebody's work they either told that person or asked him to
tell their friends to look at it."
T2 saw art education as a retention experience not unlike
other SUbjects such as mathematics, history and English.
more

structured approach

to

teaching,

involving

His

testing

students on the terms and concepts they have learned, emphasized the importance he attached to the retention aspect of
art education.

Teachers'

Rec~nd.tion8

T2 believed that a good basic workshop for the four main
areaa would be useful for teachers without an art background.
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Teachers without such backgrounds need to be familiar with
certain basic techniques and lIledill.

T2 felt that SOllIe areas

of teacher training were not appropriate.

For example, he

thought that the tour-week summer school run by Memorial
university Faculty of Education, thouqh it prOVided a wonder-

ful experience for teachers' own developlllent of art skills,

was not specifically targeted to improving art instruction.
The courstl iJ!l intensive and covers a lot in depth, but the

problem is

that it is aimed at

training

teachers

to be

artists--learning how to use acrylics and oil paints and to
stretch a canvlllJ--unrealistic activities because the schools
can only afford to use paper and tempera-paint.

T2 thought

that such experience was good for the teachers, but without
good organization and follow through in the classroom there
would be much wastage of time and equipment.

with the absence

of art specialist workshops within tho St.

John's school

boards, teachers have access to these university courses only,
which rAay have little to do with classroom realities and
teachers' training requirements needed to enhance art cllrriculum implementation.
'12 went on to rnake the following general comments and
observations about the usefulness of the guide.

He believed

that the guide was aimed at teachers who were inexperienced in
teaching

art.

Although

it

had

very

good

points

and

guidelines, it a180 contained sweeping statements and assumptions.

'12 thought that the teachers must have some successful
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art experience to assist them in .'mplementation, although he
was not sure where the teachers would get that experience.
did not believe,

He

however, that even for the inexperienced

teacher, the guide should be too specific "as that would not
leave room for growth for the students and teachers."

His

concluding comment on whether the guide was meeting the needs
of inexperienced teachers was, "something as varied as the art
program tries to offer is not easy to put down in a simple
little manual."

T2 did not think that it was a weakness that the guide's
reconunended flexible approach did not get implemented; he
thought the fault. lay with the elementary school art program

where the students were not taught skills or concepts.

At the

junior high level, the fault lay with not having enough time
to teach skills and concepts and with trying to give students
a wide experience.

To resolve this problem,

"one has to find a happy medium between the two."

T2 suggested
Adolescents

who often wanted their work to be recognized as baing of good
quality did not have enough time to develop the art skills
needed to produce good. art work.

Without the development of

art skills they had a hard time in understanding how to relate
to the art concepts.
Tl's frustrations with teaching art may have been conunon
to other teachers who had similar limited backgrounds
teaching art.
might

be

in

He offered some suggestions on how the guide

improved to

help

develop

teachers'

skills

for
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teaching art.

If given a chance to redesign the art curricu-

lUIn guide, Tl would have liked to see more samples of what and
how the teachers would actually go about doing the assigned
projects.

He conunented that he had difficulty in getting

sufficient information fcOllI the guide on how to start a
project.

He even had trouble in understanding or finding out

what materials he was supposed to use.
He would have liked to see how a piece of work was
produced by an artist.

For eXaJllple,

~does

the artist start

from the top, middle or bottom and does he/she draw an outline
loIith strokes"?

Tl thought that the guide must really assume

that the teachers knew nothing about art education.

He would

have liked to see the demonstration of a lesson laid out step
by step in pictures to show teachers exactly what to do.

Ele

noted a particular problem with the section on "Experimentation to Learn Relief printing" which suggested trying some of
the following:

(a) ink with a paint brush using an ink pad

technique or equivalent (b) transfer the image to paper by
pressing the painted object to the paper.

Tl found it

Clifficult to follow the process or techniques and thought that
in this particular case somB visuals to demonstrate the
technique would have been helpful.

Newfoundland

~eacbers'

Association (trI'A)

The NTA is a professional organization of teachers which
could act as a potential resource for those in art education.

12.
T2 bas been active in promoting art education through this
organization.

He had many reasons for taking leadership in

setting up a special interest group for junior and senior high
school art teachers.

T2 ....as interested. in finding a group of

teachers to develop a worlushop with a. gross-roots, hands-on
approach that would be relevant to classroom. practice.

He

felt there was a need for this type of Irorkshop since the
impression he has been given by many inexperienced teachers
W8.8

4S

follows:

They

are

not

getting

practical

information from the workaho:?8.

and

relevant

They spend much

time in listening to talks from local artists and
experienced crafts people.

may

be on one

Some of these workshops

or two specific areas

benefit the experienced teachers.
infOrlllation

they

received

classroom application.

was

which

may

But most of the
not

useful

for

'they could not make use of

the information because either it was too far above
their ability to understand or to convey it to
their students. Also, the equipment mentioned was
too complex or expensive to be available for use in
the classroom.
T2

felt that workshops with an emphasis on a hands-on

approach were essential.
When you are doing drawing you need such and slJch
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Ilaterials and techniques .•• these are the conc5pts
you should be covering; this is how you do it; this
is how you Ill4nage it in the classroom; this is how
you do i t in 20 minutes or in 40 alnutes whatever
you get to do it with.
Be believed that Bucb workshops would be appreciated by the
inexperienced teachers because they could use this kind of
structured approach when they went back to their schools.
'1'2 was disappointed with the attendance at the special
interest group meetings.

only two of the eleven teachers

invited by him to participate attended and they were not art
specialists.

12 felt that the people in his district were

very insular I

and he stated:

They tend to stay in their own little place and do
their own thing; they don't <jet involved--maybe
they feel cornfortable with what they are doing (I
don' t

know)

but I

know

in other parts of

the

province when you hold a workshop many people want
to come because they want to know what is going on
and they do want to be helped.

Maybe the people

here do know what is going on and they do not want
to be helped; maybe th'-l' don't want to help anybody
else and that may be a factnr too.
T2

felt

that

inexperienced

teachers

may

have

been

disillusioned by the lack of support they received and the low
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priority assigned to art.
feel

This in turn may have led them to

that they were teaching a second class SUbject, with

little payoff for participation; there would likely be little
recognition or appreciation, and limited preparation time for
other subjects may have been the result.

Supplelllental Analysis

If T2

as an experienced teacher had to use his own

approach instead of that suggested by the guide in order to
cover all the areas, could this mean that there was not enough

time to implement the program?

Or, if the teachers surveyed

did not find time to be a problem, would this indicate that
had

not

actually

Regarding

they

the

suggestion

implemented
that

the

the
fault

total
for

program?
inadequate

implementation of tile curriculum contained within the guide
lay with the elementary teachers, could a teacher without an
art background do better if the students were better trained
in elementary schools?

How would such a situation improve the

way the inexperienced art teacher got information from the
guide?

It is important to be aware that "The frequency of a

particular trait or response should not be used to characterize

the population of

teachers~

(Yin,

1984,

pp.

449~50).

Neither T1 nor T2 could be said to be more or less representative of the sample drawn for this study.

Their views may

assist in interpreting the survey results according to their
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own perspectives on art education.
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CHAPTER V

&uaaary, Conclusion. and RocOIllIl8ndations

This study has examined the extent to which teachers (as
i.mplementers) view the Draft Provincial Art Curriculum Guide
for Grades 7

B a'lf!..J! (1986)

of their programs.

8S

useful in the implementation

It has also explored teachers' interest in

and perspectives on art and art education; the availability of
school and community resources to aid in the implementation of
curriculum; the teachers' own art backgrounds 1 their preferencee

for teaching art.

important to

(Chapman, 1979(a)

~.8cb.rs'

These factors have been Been as

the implementation of art education programs
and (Fullan, 1982).

Background. and perceptions of Art Education

Most teachers in the survey were relatively new to art
education and had little formal training in art.

While many

had recently taken university courses or workshops on art, the
reports

by

the

teachers

interviewed suggest

experiences may have been of limited benefit.

that

these

T2, the art

specialist interviewee, did not think these training opportunities were

designed to respond to the

realities of the

classroom situations. While teachers developed new art skills
from these courses and workshops, back in the schools they did
not have the equipment or supplies

to integrate these new

13.
skills.

While Tl gained general skills in making art covering

the four areas suggested in the £Iu l.de ~ he reported that he had
not

learned

Emphasis

on

to

teach

the

art

practical,

concepts

the

workshops.

without ensuring

from

conceptual

clarity, lI'Iay not equip teachers to impart their new knowledge
to students.
A majority of the teachers found teaching art difficult.
Many were assigned to it, and would prefer to teach art only
some of the time or not at all.

Despite this rather gloomy

picture of the teachers' interest in teaching art, many held
a high regard for the sUbject feeling that it was important
for the development of

cognitive

social sensitivity and self-image.
art educati.on was only beneficial

skills,

self-expression,

They did "lot believe that
to students

with

innate

artistic abilities, nor did they see it as an educational
frill

or a

waste of school

funds.

While they felt art

education was important to the overall education of students,
they did not agree that i t ranked equally in importance with
mathematics and English.
A majority of teachers did not agree that art education
was mainly an opportunity for student relaxation and recreation.

However, Tl may have reflected the view held by many

teachers when he stated that the students were under a lot of
pressure to perform academically in other core SUbjects, and
theref,re art served as an opportunity for a more relaxed and
enjoyable

activity.

Few teachers

engaged in

art-related
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activities outside of their teaching_
art

galleries

or

museums

(art

Teachers seldom visited

places),

read

art

books,

discussed art with artists or bought professional art works.
The apparent lack of interest in art may have been a reflection of the lack of art resources available to them in their
communities, since many teachers were not aware of &rt places

or artists in their area.

The Draf't Pt.'ovincial Art Curriculum G\dd!

A majority of the survey respondents and both interviewees were using the guide either solely or in combination
with school board guides and other art education resources.
~ost

teachers

had

also discussed

the guide

with

an

art

specialist or co-ordinator and they had available to them
workshops or training sessions to assist them with implementation of curriculum contained in the guide.

While the guide is

described by most teachers as clearly written and the concepts
well explained, the reported limited usefulness for learning
art concepts, skills, and criteria for evaluation was salient.
Also teachers had difficulties in using it to promote class
discussion.

Sequencing of lessons within grades and between

grade levels was a problem not sufficiently addressed by the
guide.

The learning of art vocabulary was also problematic

and led teachers

to feel ill equipped to conununicate art

concepts and skills or to conduct class discussions on art.
I t seems that despite the clarity with which the guide
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may have been written it has been of limited use in assisting
teachers with the implementation of the art curriculum.

The lack of school resources, including art literature
mentioned in the guide and suitable facilities, supplies and
equipment, are possible sources of frustration for teachers.
A common complaint made by the teachers

was

the lack of

adequate preparation time for teaching the art program as
outlined in the guide, even though most felt timetabling of
art classes was satisfactory.
The

perception

that

principals

weI:e

considered

an

important human resource for implementation does not bode well
for art, in light of a recent study of Newfoundland principals
and

their perceptions

education

(Manuel,

of the relative

1988).

principals

importance of art
in Manuel's

stUdy

generally were found to lend little support for art education
relative to other core subjects.

Art coordinators, while not

considered as important to implementation as principals, were
considered to be .important human resources, even though their
assistance through training and workshops were percei.ved to
lack relevance to the school and classroom situation of many
teachers.
While the guide may have been designed with maximum
flexi.bility in mind, to deal with the varying conditions and
teachers' backgrounds throughout Newfoundland, the fact that
the majority of teachers had limited backgrounds in art and
the relative lack of resources to assist them with implementa-
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tion perhaps suggests a major 8upport role for the guide.
Failure to take into account teacher backgrounds and support
factors have been shown to be important barriers to implementation (Fullan, 1992).

Implementation of art curriculum depends on a number of
factors, some of which have been examined and explored here.
The Draft Provincial Art Curriculum Guide for Grades 7

8 and

.! (1986) provides a plan for the im.plementation of the art
curriculum in Grades 7 to 9 in Newfoundland schools.

It

reflects the values, backgrounds, training and experience of
art educators and coordinators who are the leaders in the
field of curriculum development.

Whether there is a match

between the objectives and procedures outlined in the guide
and the realities of the contexts facing both trained or
untrained art teachers responsible for curriculum implementation has been the subject of this study.
Many teachers have had to cope under adverse conditions
unfavourable to implementation of the art program.

This study

has demonstrated that the provincial guide was not partiCUlarly helpfUl in

overcoming these unfavourable conditions.

with a largely untrained popUlation of art teachers struggling
with implementation of the curriculum, if the guide is to be
helpful, it must be written in such a way that it will be
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useful to teachers with little or no background in

art.

Lacking the necessary supports the teachers lind the students

have had to make

do with less than adequate programs and

sometimes no art programs at all.
Evaluation implementation research in art education can
assist in the problem-solving task to bring about the necessary improvements to achieve greater excellence in the field
of art education.

More commitment to

art education by

politicians, teachers, curriculum developers and researchers,
art co-ordlnators, principals. and other key players in the
art educat.lon community might provide the necessary support to
achieve a higher standard of implementation in art education
in Newfoundland and Labrador.

R.c:~ndation.

The results

of this stUdy provide

the basis for the

following recommendations:
1.

That the Department of Education, in revising its

Draft Provincial Art Curriculum Guide for Grades 7! 8 and 9
(1986), consider the academic backgrounds and experience of
art teachers and the structurel constraints, such as limited
preparation time and the lack of art rosourcas in the communities where they teach.
2.

That

the

consultants

and

co-ordinators

in

art

education seek input from classroom teachers with varying
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backgrounds in art in designing relevant workshop experiences
to be provided before teachers begin to implement the art
curriculum, and on an continual basis to ensure implementation
of the program as detailed in the guide.
3.

That further study be undertaken in the form of a

case study involving participant observation with a limited
num.b~r

of representative art classes.

Such a study may not

only provide an additional validity check on the data in this
study, but may also yield more factors contributing to or
inhibiting implementation.

4.

That future research explore further with teachers

possible reasons why they declined to respond to specific
parts of the survey given that there were large amounts of
missing

data

in response

to some of

the

questions.

The

apparent contradictions between the large number of teachers
who found the guide useful, when "very" and Msomewhat" useful
categories were combined,

could

be clarified by

using

a

different scale or by asking teachers to explain the usefulness of the guide in their responses to the survey.
5.
to

help

That further qualitative data be gathered in order
explain

implementation

problems

and

prospects.

InterviewB could be conducted with key informants such as
principals, art co-ordinators and more teachers with varying
backgrounds in art.
6.

That research be conducted using a

larger survey

sample. Such a sample could yield large enough values in more
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categories of responses to
cOlllparing urban-rural,

use inferential statistics in

teacher background and art resource

differences which may be significallt for the implementation o.f:

art education in various Newfoundland and Labrador communities.
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K~saldov,

Box 14.
M!m:lrial l1nive1'1llity' of

-......nand.

st. John'., Newfoundland
AlB 3X6
200. Noverrber, 1988
Dear Teacher.
As part of my the:sia in ~ing Resources at ~rial University, I am
oonducti.ng a survey. My thesis concerns the utility of the 1986 draft
Provincial Art OJrricuhn Qdde. Grades 7-9. ard I illIl. seeking
putici,pation of teachers, whether they are Art Specialists ox regular
classrocm teachers, who have responsibility for Art in thoae grades.
Perm.iasioo to oconduct this survey has been obtained f1XlD ywr SChool
Boar!i. I know fraG experience how b.my you are, therefore I have
designed the ~losed questionnaire to be ~leted in a maxinull. of 15

minutes.

Teachers' art background. the~r perception of art education and
S1JRlOrting resources are often seen as inp)rtant factors influencing
inplementation of art education programs. The ef'\l:;:losed questionnaire
is designed to gather information to study the relationships between
these factors and the perceived utility of the draft Provirdal Art
Guide.
The success of this study is dependent up::m your willingness to
participate and the frankness of your answers to the questionnaire.
Your participation in this survey will be kept confidential since no
individual resp:mses will be identified in the findings. Data will be
reported in smmary form only. The results of this survey will be
available to all participants. should you wish to request the
information. A copy of this stu:iy will be at the Centre for

Newfoundland studies at f1em:lrial University.

Please try to corrplete and return the questionnaire at your earliest
convenience. To ensure aronymity. please retu.rn 'fOUl: questionnaire.
sealed in the enclosed envelope marked ART CURRICIJLl.M SURVEY to
/htil. J..~crrE..vv- • the Program Coordinator resp::msible for Art
Edu::ation, by Noverrber 30th.
Your assist.an::e and co-operation in resPJflding to this survey is very
nuch aFPreciated.
Yours sincerely,

Kmt""yuen Saldov

Pagel
SECTION 1 - OPINIONS

1.

The following statements reflect some coomonly held op1nions about art education. There are no r1ght or wrong
answers to these statements because people differ widely 1n the way they view art education. Therefore please g1ve
,your frank opinlon on each statement. C1rcle the response which best reflects ,your opln1on.
SA .. Strongly Agreej

A = Agree;

0 = D1sagreej

a.

Art education prov1des students opportunities for self-expression

b.

Art education promotes sens1t1v1ty to other people

SD = Strongly D1sagree
.

M

A

0

~

M A 0

~

c. Art education does not develop· cognitive learn1ng ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

M

A

0

~

d.

Art education develops posittve self-tmage •••••••••••••.••• '" •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

M

A

0

~

e.

Art education is for students wtth innate artistic abllHy

..

M

A 0

~

f.

Art educatton can un1quel,y contr1bute to the total education of each student

.

M

A

~

g.

Art can be ranked, in tenns of curriculum 1mportance, with Mathemat1cs and English

.

M

A 0

~

h.

Art education 15 ma1nl,y a form of relaxat10n and recreatlon

.

M

A

~

..

0

0

1.

Art education develops lndependent th1nk1n{l and prilblem-solv1ng

.

M A 0

~

j.

Art has little uttl1tar1an value and 1s an educational frill

.

M

0

W

k.

Art educat10n 1s

.

M A 0

W

i1

waste of school funds that can profitably be spent on other subjects

2. Which of the above statements best reflects your opinion?

Statement

J. Wh1ch of the above statements least reflects your op1n10n?

Statement

A

Page 2
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SECTION 2 _ PERSONAL INTEREST

(Art acttvtttes you have partlctpated tn dur1ng the put year).

'Ieue check the appropr,ate COllUM for each statement below:

~~~~
1.

Vistted a:"t gallerY/llIUseum/studto

2. Read art books/magazines
J.

D1scuued art w1th an art15t

4.

Bought art works by professional arttsts

SECTION 3 - CURRICULUM GUIDE
1.

WhiCh o"1c1a1 art curr1culum gu1de 15 used in your school? (You may check more than one).
School Board

Prov1ncta1

Other

Please spec1fy

_

Pleue check YES or NO for the foltow'ng questions:
YES

2. 00 you have a copy of the 1986 Provtncial Gutde (grade 7-9}?
3.

00 you d1:lcuss 1qlll!lllentat10n of the Gutde w1th an art spectal1st/art cool"'d1nator?

4. a.

Is there

iI.

workshop or tra1ntng sess10n which expla1ns the use of the Guide?

b. H not, dO you think there should be a workshop or tra1n1ng sess1on7

.
..

.
..

NO

Page 3
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SECU(Ii 3 - CURRICULUM GUIOE (continued)'
YES

5.

6. Are the art concepts 1n the Gulde clearly expla1ned7
7.

NO

Is the language used tn the Gulde appropriate and clear? ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

.

Hov often do you use the Provincial Art Gulde?

Dal1y_

Weekly __

MonthIY __

Sold..

Hot at all

(If you have checked Hot at all, proceed to SEgION 4).

8.

Please Indicate usefulness of the Provinctal Gulde for the following by checking the appropriate column.

Learn'n; art concepts for teach1ng ••••••••••••••••••••.•..••.•.••.•.••.•.•••.••••.••
b.

Intttllt1ng class

d1scu~ston

on v1sual analysts

c. Plann'ng sequence of lessofls within. grade level
d.

.

.

Develop1ng sequence of lessons for grade 7 - 9••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

e. Acqutrtng a vocabulary tor understanding and cOll1llunlcating art terms and concepts •••
f.

De\'~10p1ng

"k111s And techn1ques 1n art product10n ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

g. Acqu1rlng crHer1a tor evaluating students ' growth and learning in art .•..••••••••••

Very

Somewhat

Not

Useful

~

Useful

Page 4

SECTION 4 _ MATERIALS/RESOURCES

1. Please check the appropriate response to 1ndlcate whether the following materials/resources are avatlable tn your
school or conmun1 ty.
YES

NO

Does your·school have the books mentioned 1n the Gu1de? •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

b. Does your schooT have other art books related to the level of art you are teaching?
c.
d.

program? ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•...••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.
Are there suff1cient suppl1es and equipment to 1mplement the program? ••••••••...••••••••••••••..

e. Are there ert gellerl" or studios In your ,,,,,"unlly open to art teachers and students?
f.

2.

.

Is the room tn wh\ch you teach art suUllble (adequate fac111t1es) for tmplementtng the art

.

Are there profess1onal art works dtsplayed tn your school \.:Iassroom, offIces. and halls.
or other places)? •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ; •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••

Time 1s also an important fador 1n 1mplement1ng a q...ality art program.

followlng questions:

Please check your responses to the
YES

a. 00 you have sufficient time to prepare adequately the art eourses as outlined In the Guide?......
b.

00 you have suff1c1ent teech1ng time to adequately 1mplement the curr1c lum?

c. Do "flU have satlsfactorily scheduled teachlng blocks In the timetable?

.

..

NO
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J\.PPENOIl Xl:

Letters to School Boards

KUII-l"!tn Saldov.
Box 14, Hickilin Bldg..
M.U.N. St. John's,

159

AlB JXe

November 27, 1988

Dear Teacher.
As part of J!JY thesis in Learning Reso\lt'ces at Memorial University,
I am conductin~ 8 survey. My thesis concerns the utility of the
1986 draft Provincial Art Curriculull Guide, Gr.?-9. and I am
aeeking participation of teachers. whether they are Art Specialists
or regular classroom teachers. who have responsiblli ty tor art
instruction in those grades. Permission to conduct this survey
has been obtained from your School Board and your Principal. 1
know from experience how busy you are, therefore 1 have designed
the enclosed questionnaire to be cOllpleted in a maximum ot 15 mino.
Teachers' art background, their perception ot art education and
supporting resources are otten seen as important factors influencing
implementation of art education programs. The enclosed questionnaire
is designed to gather information to study the relationships between
these factors and the perceived utility of the draft Provincial Art
Guide.
The success of this study is dependent upon your willingness to
participate and the .frankness of your answers to the questionnaire.
Your participation in this EUrver will be kept confidential since
no individual responses will be 1.dentified in the findings. Data
will be reported in summary form only. The results of this survey
will be available to all participants. should you wish to request
the information. A copy of this study will be at the Centre for
New1'oundland Studies at Memorial University.
Please try to complete and return the questionnaire at your
earliest convenience. A stamped self-addressed envelope is
enclosed f'or your convenience.
Your assistance and co-operation in responding to this survey is
very much appreciate7d
Yours sincerdY...

Kum-yu~n

Saldov

APPENDI:X III

Letters to Superintendents

~

Saldov,
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Box. 14, Hiclatoan Building,
I1erlDrial university of
Newfoundland,
st. John's, Newfoundland.
AlB 3xB

Noverriler 7, 1988
Mr. Lloyd Ryan

Asst. ~interdent
Notre Dame Integrated SChool Board
P.O. Box 70

I.ewi.sporte,

NF

AOG JAO

Dear Mr. Ryan:
With reference to the tel~ conversation between you and my thesis
supeNieor, Dr. M. Kennedy, I have been infonoed that you have very
kindly agreed to pick up the o:::rrpleted questionnaires of my survey.
Kncwing how busy ycu are. yoor assistarce and <Xl-ClpeCation is deeply
appreciated.
I have oontacted your School Board and obtained permission to condlx:t a
survey of teachers as part of my thesib in Learning Resources at
t1eIoorial University. A copy of the letter giVing this permission is
enclosed. I am surveying teachers who have responsibility for Art in
grades seven to nine, whether they are ,l\rt Specialists or regular
classroan teachers. My thesis concerns the utility of the 1986 draft
Provincial Art eurriculm\ GJ.ide, Grades 7-9.

Teachers' art background, their perception of art education and
SUB?Orting resources are often seen as i.np:>rtant factors influencing
inplementation of art education programs. The questionnaire, which
will take a ll'axiIl'um of 15 minutes to ~lete, is designed to gather
inforroation to study the relationship between these factors and the
perceived utility of the draft Provincial Art Guide.
COpies of the questionnaire have been sent to the Principals to be
distributed to those responsible for teaching art in grades seven,
eight, and nine. Sit¥::e I have had to estimate the mnber of copies of
the questionnaire, there may be extra copies. If so, I have requested
the Principals to serd the blanks to you in order for rre to keep track
of my sanple size.

The teachers have been requested to return to you their coopleted
questionnaires in sealed envelopes marked ART CURRlCUI..U1 SURVEY by 30th
Novenber. Please contact ;my teachers who have not returned the
questionnaires by then. A stanped self-addressed mailer is enclosed
for your convenience.

161

- 2 Thank you cree again for your assistance and. co-q;eration.

Yours ainoerely.

APPENDIX IV

Letters of Art Co-ordinators

BELVEOERE
BONAVENnJRE AVENUE
ST. JOHN'S. NEWFOUNDLAND
A1CJZ~

1988 11 18

Kun- Vuen Sa1doY
Memori al lh11yersity of Nt.
80x 14

Hickman 81dg.
St. John's. Nf
Dear KUlI-Yuen.
1

alii

writing to acknowledge recipt of your letter and questionnaire.

Approval has been granted by the Board for you to do a survey on Art in
our Jr. High Schools. if the principals are able to accommodate you.
You lllay contact the principals III those schools to set up all
appointmellt.
A list of our schools teaching Art is ellclosed for your infor_ation.
Yours trnly.

Geraldine Roe
Associ ate Superintendent
Curri cu luallnstrtJct i on
Principals (Art 7-9)

GR/gfp

,.2

,,-

,.. <!L.

~tl)nnl

lIla!trb

«"'ttllli•• ,., "'.rl~
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P.O.llox4lO
CARBONEAt!, MEWFOUtCII.JdIO

""11

October 27, 1988
Hs. 1(. Saldov

Memorial University of Newfoundland
Ovision of Learning Resources
Faculty of Education
P. O. Box 14
Hickman Building
St. "John's, NF
AlB 3X8
Dear Ms. Saldov:

This letter is in response to your letter of
October 18. 1988. requesting permission to contact the

teachers of grades 7.

Band 9 in our schools for the

purpose of conducting your survey.
I hereby gr!lnt you

permission.

Yours

trul~

~ATij.ttK

J. COLLINS

•.-

Eng:1-{sh/Lanyuage Arts Coordinator

m9

Notre Dame Integrated 8011001 Board

Phone 535-6919
535-6949
535-8525
16.

P.O. BOX 70

LEWISJ'ORTE, NEWFOUNDLAND AOG lAO
CANADA

October 24, 1988.

Mr. K. Saldov,
Memori.al University of newfoundland,
Division of Learning Resources.
Faculty of Education,
Box 14. Hickman Building.
St. John's. Nfld.
AlB 3X8

Dear Hr. Saldov:

I have no objection to your contact ~ng art teachers
in this district concerning your survey.

Yours truly.

I'~. Hunt.

L/istrict Superintendent.

JWH/ly

llUPHOH(!I'·100.
111·1~"

Jlntenlin - jill. 2JI1lnrlJ'. ~. ill. jilrljool ;ionr~
P.

o. sox

340

PLACENTIA. NEWF"OUNOLANO
A08

2YO

October 26, 1988

Mr. Kumyuen 5aldov
Division of learning Resources
Faculty of Education
Box 14
Hil::kman BUilding
Memorial University of Newfoundland
St. John's, NF, A18 3X8
Dear Hr. Saldov:
You have our permission to condUl::t a survey of teachers,
Grades 7-9, on the usefulness of the Provinl::ial Art
Curriculum Guide. You will want to write our Art
l::ontact person, Jim leonard, to make him aware of your
stUdy.
take this opportunity to wish you every success in
your research.

I

Yours truly,

BON FAGAN
Assistant Superintendent
(Currll::ulum & Instrul::tion)
SF/fng

,.,

A
.

Box 430, Sin C, Happy Valley· GOlI$lI Bay,labradQ(,NF, AOP1CO
Telephooo{709j896·2431

'·

---'-------'--'

October 27. 1988

K. Saldov
Division of Learning Resources
Faculty of' Education
Box 14. Hickman Bldg.
MEMORIAL UNIVERSITY OF NF
St. John's, NF
AlB 3X8

Dear Sir/Madam:
I am writing to grant permission for you to conduct a survey
in our schools on the utility of the Provincial Art Curriculum Guide, Grades 7-9.
Our Co-ordinator responsible for Art education is Tim Barlase.
By copy of this response and your letter, I am informing
him of your survey.
Good luck with your project.

r;\ncerelY:

(,,Jck

I'1oyc

I

VPerintendent of Education

JW:rm

c.c.

Tim B,)rlase ~.N:.

JackWaye·Supcrlnlendenl

BIIlFllIWers-C!lalfperson

P.O. BOX 2001

Bonavista.Trinity·Placentia
Integrated School Board
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~NII<l.NJEIJO

October 20, 1988

K. Saldov
Division of Learning Resources
Faculty of Bducation Cffickman Bldg.)
P. O. Box 14
St. John's, NF

AlB 3X8
Dear Mr. Saldov:
This will acknowledge receipt or your letter dated OCtober 18,
1988.

Permission 11 hereby granted for you to conduct your survey.
I wish you well in your endeavours.

Yours very.Jl"ulY)

William G. Carter
District Superintendent

WGC:ajr

APPENDIX V
Letter~

to principals
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~~yuen

Saldov.

Box 14, Hicknnn &ti.lding,

Merlr:>rial university of
NewfOUfXUand,
st. John's, Newfoundland.
AlB 3x8
NovertiJer7.19B8,
Mr. Tim Borlase

Program co-ordinator
Idbrador East Integrated SChool Board
P.O. Box 430, stn. c
Goose Bay, labrador
AOP lCO
Dear Mr. Borlase:

with reference to the telethone oonversation between you and my thesis
supervisor. Dr. M. Kennedy. I have been infonred that you have very
kirdly agreed to distri..bJte and piclt up my questionnaires. Knowing how
busy you are. your assist:.aN::e and co-operation is deeply aJ=Preciated.

I have contacted your School Board and obtained permission to conduct a
survey of teachers as part of my thesis in Learning Re90Urces at
MEnorial University. A copy of the letter giving this pennission is
enclosed. I am 6lUVeying teachers who have resp:msibility for art in
grades seven to nine, whether they are Art Specialists or regular
classroan teachers. My thesis concerns the utility of the 1986 draft
Provincial Art eurriculun QJide, Grades 7-9.

Teachers' art background. their ~rception of art education and
Sl.{JPOrting resources are often SE"ef\ as inp::Jrtant factors influencing
irrplenentation of art education prograJ'l'lS. The enclosed queatiOl1l\3ire
is designed to gather infomation to study the relationships between
these factors and the perceived utility of the draft Provincial Art
Qride.
Enclosed are
copies of the questionnaire to be distributed to those
responsible for teaching art in grades seven, eight and nine. since I
have had to estiJmte the mmiber of copies of the questionnaire. there
may be extra copies. U so. please return the blanks to ne in order
that I might keep track of my sanple size. on the other hand, should
you require tl'Or~ cop:.es, 01- any information. please do not hesitate to
call Ire collect at 576-618].. The teachers have been requested to send
the questionnaires back to you in sealed envel~s marked ARl'
C'URRlCULlM SlJNEY by Novenrer 30th. Please contact any teachers who
have not returned the questionnaires within two weeks. A st:arrped sclfaddressed nailer is enclosed for your convenience •
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- 2 '!hank you once again for your assistanoe ard oo-qJel'"ation.

Yours sincerely.

J<lI1l""""fIJel'saldov

Kuc-yuen Saldov.
Box 14. Hickman Building.
MellOri&1 Uni vers1 ty,
170
St. John's. Newfoundland,
AlB JX8

November 22. 1988

Dear t<-£v.I1~-)
As part or my thesis in Learning Resources at Memorial
University'S Faculty at Education. I am conducting a survey
-'6n the utility ot the 1986 draft Provinc:ial Art Curriculum Guide.
Gr. 7-9. as perce!Yed by teachers responsible for teaching
art, whether they are Art Specialists or regular classroom
teachers. Your Board has given me approval to do this survey
in your school it you are able to aCCOlDIllodate me. A copy of
the letter indicating their approval is enclosed.
In order tor me to successfully complete the survey, it is
Importallt to have a good response rate. I am therefore
wri ting to seek your cooperation in tacili tating the
participation in my study by those responsible for teaching
gr.7-9 level art in your sch"ol. Knowing how busy teachers
are. the questionnaire to be used in my survey was designed
to take a maximum of 15 minutes to complete. A copy of this
questionnaire is enclosed.
Your assistance and co-operation will be greatly appreciated.
In about a week. I shall be calling to ltnquire about your
support tor lIy study. I look forward to speaking with you,
Yours sincerely,_,

Kum-yuen Saldov

•

